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FACULTY of ARTS and SCIENCE
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FACULTY of APPLIED SCIENCE




JOHN FRANCIS LEDDY D.PH|L., D.LITT., D.ésL, L.L.D., D.C.l.
PRESIDENT AND VlCE-CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
"The University of Windsor will not operate in a
vacuum, but in a community with strong roots, both
multi-racial and non—denominational." These are the
profound words of the second President of the University
of Windsor, Dr. J. Francis Leddy, to whom we, the student
body of the University of Windsor, dedicate this edition
of the Ambassador '65. In the short time that he has
been with us, Dr. Leddy has already acquired many
new friends and his charming personality and friendly
smile have been an asset to all those associated with
him. With Dr. Leddy's installation to the office of Presi-
dent, a new era has been ushered in for the.University
of Windsor. We, the students, wish to express our
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GROWING WITH IEADERSHIP...
Among the foremost dignitaries who
attended the inauguration were from
left to right, J. J. Stuart, Chairman of the
Board of Governors, Dr. J. F. Leddy,
Chancellor, J. Keiller MacKay, John
Robarts, Premier of Ontario, and Paul








A. B. Weingorden, President of the Alumni Association congratulates Dr.
Leddy on his appointment.
Paul Martin expresses his congratulations before the
throng of university officials who attended the
ceremony.
An exciting and solemn moment — the robing ceremony.
 
 ...ANIJ WITH TRADITION
   
A ceremony officially opened
the new Chemistry and PhySics
Wing of the Physical and Apr
plied SCience Bcii‘ding. An lﬂr
spe:tion of the new wing was




Chancellor J, Keiller MacKay, assisted by Dr. Kingston, conters the
degree of Doctor of Science in Physics, honoris causa, on Harry
Lambert Welsh.
The University of Windsor held its second convocation
October 24, l964 in the Ambassador Auditorium. A total of
128 degrees were conferred on graduates and post graduates.
Three honorary degrees were granted to outstanding citizens
and educators. Louis Fine received the degree of Doctor of
Laws, honoris causa, Dr. C. B. Purves was granted the Degree
of Doctor of Science in Chemistry, honoris causa, and Dr. H.
L. Welsh received a similar degree for his work in Physics.
The Chancellor congratulates a graduate
on the reception of her degree,
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it is the place where the proﬁss become
quent, and is missionary and preac er, displ
his science in its most complete ﬁnd most w
form, pouring forth with the zeal of enth
and lighting up his own love of it in the asts
of his hearers. It is the place where the c
makes good his ground as he goes, treadin
truth day by day into the ready memory on
ing and tightening it into the expanding r
. . . I would aim primarily at organization, edi-
fication, cultivation of the mind, growth of reason.
lt is a moral force, not a Wterial, which will vin-
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DR.F.A.DEMAR00
VICE- PRESIDENT
The developmenT of The Engineering program of
The UniversiTy of Windsor has been under Dr. De-
Marco's direction since iTs incepTion. He was The
TirsT To Teach pre—engineering courses in The regu-
lar day program, and promoTed and guided The
planning for degree programs, graduaTe work and
research. He was appoinTed AcTing Head of The
Engineering DeparTmenT in T957, and wiTh The
crea’rion of The FaculTy of Applied Science in T959
he became The TirsT Dean of Applied Science, a
posiTion which he relinquished, aTTer becoming
Vice-PresidenT, in July, T964.
DIRECTﬂRS OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
 Mr. H. Wilshire [Dean of STudenTs], Miss E. McLean (Dean of Women}, Mr. P. Gilmor (Dean of Men).12 _...__W
  
DR. J. G. PARR








REV. N. J. RUTH, C.S.B.
DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCE





Mr. J. Plcmcon, Mrs. M, Kelly] Miss




Mr. J. E. Konosy, Mr. W. F. Dollar
(Head), Mr. A. V. MoTe.
 ’
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Left to Right: Mr. T. J. Kennedy {Alumni SecA
retary), Mr. D N. Brombal (Assistant to the
Treasurer & Pu'chasing Agent), Mr. G. T. Winter-
mute [Personnel Otficer), Mr. D. M, Drew (As-
sistant Purchasing Agent}, Mr. H. Prllon (Acr
counts Payable Clerk), Mr. J. E, Schiller [Chief
Accountant), Mr. P. Macko [N.E.S. Placement















First Row: J. Doig, P. Meloche, J, Cheng, L.
Bondy, H. Janisse, L. Vosburg, C. Plante, G.
Bloomfield. Second Row: A. Ardagh, D. How-
ard, B. Badikonis, J. Marshall, M. Masino, S.
Simard, E. McCoy, M. Dalton. Third Row: D.
Chambers, J, Baumanis, I. MacKew, R. Caren,




in addition to being Head of the English Department,
Fr. Crowley holds the position of Dean of Graduate
Studies. Dr. LeMire is president of the Canadian Associa~
tion of University Teachers on this campus; in this capacity
he has published an authoritative study concerning the
year-round campus. The University of Windsor Review,
a new periodical, is being undertaken by Dr. McNamara
this year.
In regard to books, Dr. Sullivan has compiled an an-
thology of poetry, entitled Poetry in English—1 900-1930,
containing works of mainly English and Commonwealth
poets, Dr. Zuberi, who passed away late in 1964, had
submitted a book, concerning seventeenth century prose,
the day before he died.
 
15' Row: Dr. I. H. Zuberi, Fr. W. Platt, C.S.B., Miss L. K. Smedick, Fr. C. P.
Crowley, C.S.B. (Head), Miss S. Matheson, Mr. D. K. Levey, Dr. D. M. Schwegel.
2nd Row: Mr. D. M. Holmes, Dr. R. J. Smith, Dr. E. McNamara, Mr. H. F.




! Dr. A. A. Thibault, Mr. B. D. Kingstone, Fr. C. J. Drouillard, C.S.B. (Head),
‘ Mr. W. Skakoon, Mr. H. G. Wittman, Mrs. B. Zakon, Dr. A. Urtiaga, Sister
‘ Pauline of Mary, S.N.J.M., Fr. R. S. Pazik, C.S,B. Absent: Dr. V. Almazan,




Membersot the department such as Mr. Vuckovic and
Fr. Boland have published articles: the former has con-
r ; tributed over lOO abstracts over the past 5 years of
‘ foreign language periodical articles to “Historical Ab-
stracts," while Fr. Boland has articles on the Vatican
‘ Council and Problems in Toronto 1850-1856 in the Ca-
, nadian Catholic Historical Review and on 6 Canadians
in the American Catholic Encyclopedia. He is also director
l of the Can-Am seminars. Dr. Farrell has done research
l at the University of London, England and students might
l
note that Mr. Wallace has worked for the National Film
Board and the CBC as a studio director.
 
Fr. D. J. Mulvihill, C.S.B. (Head), Mr. H. N. Wallace, Mr. M. Vuckovic,
i Fr. J. P. O'Meara, C.S.B., Rev. H. G. Hill, Fr. F. J. Boland, C.S.B., Dr. K. G.
Pryke, Mr. A. l. Mouratides. Absent: Rev. Canon R. S. Rayson, Mr. G.
1 ) McMahon, Dr. J. K. Farrell.
 




Mr. Flood and Dr. Nelson were given citations for their
work in translating parts of Jacques Maritain's work en—
titled Moral Philosophy. Dr. Nelson has also contributed
to a biography of Jacques Maritain.
Some articles have been published recently by members
of the department: Dr. Kingston’s concerning "the notion
of paradox in contemporary philosophy" in the Dal-
housie Review, and Fr. Kennedy's entitled “Morality
without God" and “Does Freedom Mean Doing What-
ever We Want?" in Culture.
PSYCHOlﬂGY
Psychology is the first de—
partment in the Faculty of
Arts to institute a doctoral
programme.
This department is char-
acterized by a dual orienta-
tion for instruction and re-
search, namely Clinical,
grounded in the A.P.A. re-
quirements; and Experi-
mental, with the compara-
tive, individual, and social
references. The a p p | i e d
fields of educational, child,
industrial and engineering
psychology supplement
this primary orientation; the
service courses in statistics,
math and experimental de-
sign are fundamental to it.
Dr. A. Ortiz.
Dr, R. Nelson, Mr. R. C. Pinto, Dr. J. N. Deck, Rev. F. T. Kingston, Fr. L. A.
Kennedy, C.S.B., Mr, S. B. Cunningham, Mr, P. F. Flood (Head), Rev. P. F,
Wilkinson, Mr. J. U. Lewis, Fr. A. G. Kirn, C.S.B. Absent: Mr, J. Brown,
Mr. J. R. Catan, Fr. J. J. Keon, C.S.B.
  
ls! Row: Dr. M. E. Bunt, Dr. V. B. Cervin, Dr. A. A. Smith, Dr. J. J. Callagan.
2nd Row: Fr. T. McGouey, C.S.B., Fr. J. A. Malone, C.S.B., Mr. M. Starr,
Fr. R. C. Fehr, C.S.B. (Head), Dr. H. W. Kirby. Absent: Fr. M. A. Record,
 
Isl Row: Fr. D. A. Maloney, C.S.B., Rev. Canon R. S. Rayson, Fr. E. R. Malley,
C.S.B. (Head), Rev. Dr. J. C. Hoffman, Mr, J. N. King, 2nd Row: Fr. E. J.
Crowley, C.Ss.R., Rev. J. T. L. James, Fr. D. L, Egan, C.Ss.R.
17
Expanding modem lab-
oratories and equipment in-
vite critical inquiry of ani—





cial learning and group dy-
namics. The library collec-
tion is distinguished and
the expansion budget gev
nerous. The Psychological
Clinic operates on-campus
and co-operates with social
agencies and a psychiatric
hospital nearby.
 
All the members of the
department are presently
working for the successful
initiation of this Ph.D. pro-
gramme.
THEOLOGY
Fr. Malley looks forward to the expansion of the
theology department in the near future; as a step in this
direction, Mr. King has become the first layman to teach
theology in the Assumption division.
Contributions to the New Catholic Encyclopedia by
members of the department include Fr. Egan's work on
obscure saints from early Church history, Rev. James'
biography of Evelyn Underhill, Dr. Hoffman's article on
“Pietism”. Fr. Crowley has presented many lectures this
past year, including the topics "Redemption" and “Ar-
chaeology of Palestine".
This is the last year at the University of Windsor for
Canon Rayson, who has been principal of Canterbury
College since 1958.
  
    
CLASSICS , * N5"121---..-”mummy l\ l“ i yL p; __ ,
gain-’9 is
Members of the Classics Department are busily
engaged imparting some sense of the ancient past
to the twentieth century mind. Various members of
the department are preparing studies in several
disparate fields of research —« poetics of Sophocles,
Seneca‘s influence on Christian writers, Greek and
Roman pastoral poetry, Renaissance love poetry in
Latin, and translations of modern Spanish and Italian
poetry.
Rev. A. E. Millward, Mr. C. E. Fantazzi, Fr. J. M. Hussey, C.S.B. (Head), Dr.
E. N. Douglas, Mr. W. Felver.
HOME
EBONﬂMIBS
Mrs. V. Stondridge, Sister Mary Romano, S.N.,J.M,




Under the direction at Mr. Vandall, the Geography
Department has prepared the Essex County Historical
and Geographical Atlas.
Mr, P. E. Vondall (Head), Fr. A. J. Weiller, C.S.B., Mr. A. Blackbourn.
l8
 FIRST ROW: Mr, W, L. White, Dr. A. E. Kovacs, Dr. W, G. Phillips (Head), Dr.
P. J. Shontz, Dr. V. C. Chrypinski, Mr. R. H. Wagenburg. SECOND ROW: Dr.




ECCNCMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Dr. Briggs, Dr. Chrypinski, Mr. White, and Mr.
Wagenburg prepared and distributed the Voters'
Guide in the recent Windsor Municipal Election. Mr.
White is currently engaged in a voting study of the
Windsor municipal electorate. Dr. Fallenbuchl's
general research area is Soviet Economics; he has had
five articles published on this topic, and is now
working on a book on Growth in the Soviet-Type
Economics. Dr. Kovacs is presently doing research for




of art is 0 bronze bust
of Fr. LeBel, former
president of the Uni-
versity of Windsor,
which is on display in
the reference room of
the library.
Mr. J, N. DeLouro (Head), Mr. J. Deogen, Miss E. G. McLean.
SCCICICCY ANI] ANIHRCPCICCY
Dr. Helling has contributed to sociological papers
and research and is also active in community affairs,
thus fulfilling the requirements for a sociologist —
teaching, research, ond community service.
Dr. O'Hern, prior to her appointment in Windsor,
has taught in Rochester and Brooklyn.
Mr. Bond was on the staff of the Department of
Northern Affairs and served in a number of regions
in the Arctic. He is o specialist in Eskimo culture.
Mr. Condon received his MA. in Sociology from
the University of Notre Dame.
 
Mr. T. F. Condon, Mr. J. J. Bond, Dr. R. A. Helling (Head), Dr. E. M. O'Hern.
 
  
itﬂfiiitiiiflililllillilv r '3 )x'i MATHEMATICSFr. Faught is Examiner-in-chief for the Ontario Depart-
ment of Education. Various members have published in
professional journals: Dr. Artiaga in Duke Mathematical
Journal, the American Mathematical Monthly and Cana-
dian Mathematical Bulletin; Dr. Kassimatis in Atomic
Energy Bulletin; Dr. Verma in the Mathematical Maga-
zine; Dr. Zakon in Canadian Mathematics Bulletin. Dr.
Abramowich and Dr. Eliopoulos return from a year's
research in Electronic Digital Computors and in France
with Professor Andre Lichnerowicz respectively.
159 Row: Dr. E. Zakon, Fr. D. T. Faught, C.S.B, (Head), Fr. W. F. Nigh, C.$.B.,
Dr. L. Artiaga, Dr. H. Eliopoulos, Dr. A. C. Smith. 2nd Row: Dr. J. Abramowich,
Dr. C. Kassimatis, Dr. H. Atkinson, Dr. S. Verma, Mr. H. Toews.
CHEMISTRY
The Chemistry Department is housed in new head-
quarters of approximately 40,000 sq. ft. The department
offers degrees at the B.Sc., M.Sc., and Ph.D. levels. All
degrees are fully accredited.
M
The Chemistry staff is actively engaged in research
into areas such as gas phase kinetics, applications of
photometric titrations to the analysis of metals, enzy—
matic reactions, polarography of biologically important
compounds, co-ordination chemistry, applications of ki-
netics and stereochemistry in the elucidation of mech-
anisms of organic reactions, conformational analysis and
the chemistry of medium-sized ring compounds.
 
150 Row: Dr. G. W. Wood, Dr. R. J. Niedzielski, Dr. R. J. Thibert, Dr. K. G.
Rutherford (Head), 2nd Row: Dr. D. J. McKenney, Fr. G. W. Kosicki, C.S.B.,
Dr. E. W. Channen, Dr. S. J. Price, Dr. W. J. Holland.
CHEMICAL ENCINEEIIINC
The department is busy with research in numerous
fields: Dr. Adelman in the influence of the composition
and grain size of the hot surface on the number of
nucleation sites in nucleate boiling, and on the value of
the co-efficient C of the Rohsenow equation; Dr. Gnyp
in heterogeneous kinetics with the use of a spinning disc;
Dr. Stager in the effect of pressure and sheering on the
physical properties of polymers; Dr. Mather in the vis- a
cosity of gases at extreme conditions of temperature.
 
Mr. G. P. Mathur, Dr. M. A. Adelman (Head), Dr. R. A.'Stager, Dr. A. Gnyp.
2O 
 BIOLOGY
Recognition has come To The deparTmenT This year wiTh
The sTarT of work on The new Biology Building. In addiTion
numerous members of The deparTmenT have published
arTicIes in professional journals and many are engaged
in research under The auspices of The NRC and The
OnTario Research FoundaTion.
 
I In Row: Dr. C. C. Kuehner, Dr. R. J. Doyle, Dr. W. G. Benedict, Dr. H. D.
McCurdy. 2nd Row: Mr. J. M, Winner, Fr. J. R. Daugherty, C.S.B., Dr. D. T. N.
PiIIay, Mr. M. L. Petras, Dr. J. E. J. Habowsky. Absent: Fr. A. J. Gram, C.S.B.
PHYSICS
Research is also keeping The Physics DeparTmenT
occupied: Dr. Krause is working in ATomic Physics and
QuanTum EIecTronics; Dr. Habib in Low Energy Nuclear
Physics; Dr. Holu] and Dr. Hedgecock in EIecTron Spin
Resonance in Solids and Maser Physics; Dr. van Wiin-
gaarden in Mass SpecTroscopy and InTeracTion of Low
Energy Ions with MafTer; Dr. Robinson in Plasma Physics
and DiagnosTics; and Dr. Szamosi and Dr. HuschiIT in
TheoreTical Physics.
Dr. A. van Wiingaarden, Dr. G. Szamosi, Dr. D. S. Ainslie, Dr. J. Huschil’r,
Dr. N. E. Hedgecock, Dr. D. Robinson, Dr. L. Krause (Head), Dr. F. Holui,
Abenf; Dr. E. E. Habib.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NRC granTs in The amounTs of $2,800, $4,500, and
$3,000 were awarded This year To Dr. Hwang, Dr. Kalra
and Dr. Thomas respecTiver. In addi’rian Dr. Hwang also
presenTed a TransacTion paper enTiTled “Unbalanced
OperaTions of AC. Machines" aT The IEEE WinTer General
Mee’ring held in New York CiTy January 31 To February 5.
Dr. S. N. Kalra, Dr. H. H, Hwang, Mr. J. J. Huschil’r, Mr. G. V. VenkaTesqu,
Dr. P. A. V. Thomas (Head), Mr. P. Alexander. Absenl: Mr. A. F. Pflanzner.
2T
  
    
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Dr. Herbich holds research granTs
from The OnTario DepT. of Highways
and The DeparTmenT of TransporT;
Dr. Kennedy from The NRC and The I
Defence Research Board. Also, Dr.
Kennedy has published a TexT book '
“Basic STaTisTical MeThods Tor En-
gineers and ScienTisTs".
Dr. H. P. Herbich (Head), Mr. J. P. HarTr, Dr. J. B. Kennedy, Dr. C. Moclnnis, Mr. J. T. Laba,




Prof. Colborne, ProT. Babiy, Dr. Sridhar and
Dr. Nicol hold NRC granTs for research ToTalling
$11,500. In addiTion, Dr. Nicol has published
a paper on “VelociTy Profiles and Roughness
EffecTs in Angular Pipes" in The Journal of Me-
chanical Engineering Science.
Sianding: Dr. K. Sridhar, Dr. N. Rosenauer, Mr. G. B. Bobiy, Dr. A. A. Nicol, Mr.
R. T. GriffiThs. Seated: Mr. W. G. Colborne (Head).
22
MUSIC
Among the expanding music departments,
activities can be found in the direction of the
University choirs with Fr. Fiore conducting
the men's chorus and Mr. Morey the women's
chorus. In addition, the Music Department
has also contributed to the social life on
campus by sponsoring various concerts and




Miss F. M. Roach (Director), Miss L. G. Sanders, Miss M. E. Malloy, Miss
R. A. Ingram.
  
Fr. J. J. Fiore, C.S.B., Mr. C. Morey.
Mr. J. M. Brownlie, Dr. M. Zin, Dr. C. M. Birch, Mr. P. B, Buchan, Mr.






were saddened by the passing of
Dr. Itrat-Husain Zuberi
Professor of the Department of English
on
December 14, I964.









   
    
Maruta Andzans,
B.A.












       
   
.y»
Jucly KJIwur, Br. Aquinas Fallon,
B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Toronto, Ont.   
   
Judy Baker, Mike Barry,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A.
St. Cothorines, Ont. Ansonville, Ont.
 
Br. Basil Dugas, Rick Bauman,
F.S.C., B.A. B.A.
Uxbridge, Ont. Burlington, Ont.
26












Jacques Beaulne, Linda Belanger,
B.A. B.A.
Sudbury, Ont. La Salle, Ont.
,_
      
.V A
Mary Belisle, Patricia Bennett, Rene Bisnaire,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
South Porcupine, Ont. Essex, Ont. Tecumseh, Ont.
    
Jane Blackshaw, Sheila Blair, Mary Bonner, Walter Borowicz,
B.A. B.A. B.A. (Hons.) B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Soult Ste. Marie, Ont.
     ‘ \
Lothar Bosen, Patrick Boudreau Brother Btendaﬂ,
B.A. B.A. BA. (Hons.)





Linda Brightmore, Nancy Brightmore,
B.A. B.A., (Hons.)
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
   




James Brock, Michael Brode, ’ Arnold Broeders,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Riverside, Ont.Sarnia, Ont. Chatham, Ont.
     
    
 
x   A g A
Coralia Burgos, Richard Burkarl, Lionel Cameron, loran Carioni,
B.A. BA. (Hons.) B.A. B.A.
Los Santos, Panama Windsor, Ont. St. Clair, Trinidad London, Ont.      
  
John Carr, u Reg Carter, ‘ Sharon Case,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. 




Rose Cassano, Thomas Casselfon,
B.A. C.S.B., B.A. (Hons.)
Toronto, Ont. Detroit, Mich.
   




Ray Caverzan, Sue Chauvin, Gerald Chui,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Woodslee, Ont.
     
    .mi
Mike Cillis, Gerald Closs, Charles Cole, ' Wayne Craig,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
Richmond Hill, Ont Kirkland Lake, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Niagara Falls, Ont.
  
Wayne Curﬁn, Bruce Demuy, Peter DeVriendI,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. London, Ont. DGIhi, ON.
29
      
   
  
  
David Dean, Anne Delaney,
B.A. B.A.
Weston, Om_ Long Island, NY.
  
Joy Deneau, Gary D’Orazio, Grace Doman,
B.A., B.A. B.A.
Windsor, On’r. Soulf Ste. Marie, Ont. Windsor, On’r.
   
 
   A._ , A v 4Raymond Douziech, Philip Driedger, Terry Drouillard, Mike Dunwoody,
C.S.S.R. 8A. 8A. B.A.
Edmonton, Alto. Leomingfon, On’r. St. Clair Beach, Ont. Windsor, Om.
    ‘ A
Philip Eby, Brother Ernest, Donna Faulkner,
BA. (Hons.) F.S.C., B.A. B-A-








John Ferrigun, Lawrence Finke,
B.A. C.S.B., B.A.
Toronto, Ont. Ferndole, Mich.
  
   
    
 
   . A L 1
Lynn Fluelling, Paul Frosco, MOFY Gert-ICE,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. (Hons.) B.A.
St. Clair Beach, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
  
      ,
John Gibson, nn Gillis, James Girardin,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Bloomfield Hills, Mich. La Solle, Ont.
31
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Michael Gloster, Bernard Golden. -
B.A_ B.A. -









L v a: :y’ f!
Ron Goletski, Dennis Goulin, Judith Grossuﬁi, {x
B.A. B.A. BA. (Hons.) {
Windsor, Ont. Harrow, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
41 J;
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Dnis Gruenwald, Michael Gruiicich, Frank Guerrasio, JOI'In Guerﬁn,
C.S.B., B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A. i}
Lethbridge, Alta. Windsor, Ont. Brooklyn, NY. ST. Catharines, Ont. 5.
y / y
r i   
  
Tom Haberer, Sandra Halasz, Suzanne Hales,
B.A. B.A. B.A.




















































































































































   
   
















     



















 ‘ ’85     
Bridget Kaufman, Gloria Knox,
B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Wheatley, Ont.
223V
     
   
Edward Korab, Arthur Knight, 5m" Kuc,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Moose Jaw, Sask.Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. Windsor, Ont.   
   
Gerald Ladouceur, Gerald Lafortune, Non}. Lavoie, Pdlmire,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
St. Joachim, Ont. King City, Ont. St. Thomas, Ont. Tilbury, Om.
         w A
 
5. ~ L A
Mary K. l’Heureux, Rocco Losole, Alex lukie,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.
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    Ken Mandzak, Gladys Manser,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. (Hons.)
Windsor, Qn’r. Windsor, nf.
   
A
Michael Marenfeﬂe, Deanna Masfronardi, Elizabeth Matthews,
B.A. BA. BA. (Hons.)
Windsor, OnT. Leaming’ron, Ont. Windsor, Ont.  
 
   4 ,7!
Margaret Mattson, David Medz, Thomas Michie, Carol Moore,
EA. C.S.S.R., B.A. B.A. B.A. (HonsJ
Windsor, Ont. Edmonton, Alia. Windsor, Onf. Blackdonald, Ont.
           
John Morin, Patricia Morin, Elsie Morley, Andrew Mudrys,B.A. B.A. B.A. B.A.Harrow, OnT. Tilbury, Ont. Riverside, Ont Windsor, On’r.
   
   
   
 
_.\rn_. . . . . _ A . 7 ..
  
Bob Munro, Leisha Nazarewich,
B.A. BA. (Hons.)





   
 
,3 “Fiﬁ s
3 Robert Nelder, Marlene Nusca, Anne O’Rourke,
; C.S.S.R., B.A. B.A. B.A. (Hons)





Murray Ong, Ten-y oster, Helen pacovsky, Milda Pakauskus,
B.A. B.A. B.A. B-A- .
Amherstburg, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Sornio, Ont. Windsor, Ont. i
           I.
Tom Parsons, Tom Passarello, Silvia Payne, Robert Penfold,
" SA. SA. SA. BA. (Hons)
Windsor, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. 
    ’65
 






Donna Peterson, Tom Pevler,
B.A. B.A.
Kingsville, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
     
   
Brother Robert, Brenda Price, Carmen Provenzano,
F.S.C., B.A. B.A. B.A.
Scarborough, Ont. Souh‘ Ste Marie, Ont. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
     
John Purcell, Edward Redman, Steve Rogin, Tom Root,
- B.A. C.S.S.R., B.A. B.A. B.A.
‘ Windsor, Ont. Dorchester, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor Ont
        k ' A
I Don Roszmann, Harold Roth, Patricia Roy, Nora St. Louis,, BA. B.A. B.A. B.A.Waterford, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
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Margaret Schenck,
B.A.




    
 
  
lino Salciccioli, Marc Samson,
B.A. B.A.
Hamilton, Oni. Sudbury, On’r.
   
Lenore Sanderson, Richard Sanford, Fran Scarfone,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Onf. Kingsville, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
    
  
V. M, , i
Mary Lou Schrof, Larisa Senchuk, Mary Seriic,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Hamilton, Oni.Windsor, On’r. __ Windsor, Ont.    
  . A
Tom Seymour, Barbara Shaw, Lili Shery,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. B.A.
Belleville, Onf. Sornio, Onf. RiVerSide, ONT.
40
  
   
Beverley Shuﬁleworfh, carol Simpson,
B.A. B.A.
Windsor, On’r.
; ,1 wu, A;








    
  A A
Donald W. Skilling. Frank Smith, Robert Smith, Mary Snailh,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. B.A. B.A.
TOI'Om‘O, On'f- St. Thomas, Ont. Harrow On’r. Toronto, Ont.
    .‘
Le" SPETONZO, Marion Stevens, Patricia Stewart, Margaret Svedas,
B.A. (Hons.) B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Om. Toronto, Ont. Thorold, Om“. Toronto, On’r.
4T  
   
   
James Sweeney, Frank Szewczyk,
B.A. B.A.
Riverside, Ont. Toronto, Ont.   
   
 
Mike Szymanski, Emil Talacko, Robert Taylor,
B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Hamilton, Ont.
      
L 4 ' x x A
Boris Tomic, Frank Tortorice, Ken Towers, Carlo Tufano,
B.A. C.S.B., B.A. B.A. B.A.
Chicago, HI. Houston, Tex. Riverside, Ont. Rochester, NY.
     L
Lorri Umbdenstock, Gaeton Urbani, James Vansfone, Daniel Vernelli,
B.A. B.A. BA. (Hons.) C.S.B., B.A.
Tuxedo Park, NY. Detroit, Mich. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
    ’65
 
L"\ A
Gean Vogler, Barbara Vyse,
SA. SA.
Blenhem, Ont. Tmsville Ont.  
   
  
Gordon Walker, Carolyn Warner, Angela Weber,
C.S.B., B.A. B.A. B.A.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Toronto, Ont.      
 
Susan Weiler, John Williams, Dez. Wendeschmann, David Wing,
B.A. C.S.B., B.A. B.A. C.S.B., B.A.
Fort William. Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
       
Doug Woodall, Christine Yaworsky, Zigrida Zeps, Bernice Zub,
B AB.A. B.A. . . B.A.
Riverside, Ont, Windsor, Ont. Toronto, Ont. Toronto, Ont.
    





















































Richard Brown, John Callahan,
B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hons.)
Windsor, Ont. Niagara Falls, Ont.
   J
Beverly Chittick, Leo DaSilva, Jim Dawson,
3.5:. 3.51:. 3.5:.
Windsor, Ont. Kowloon, Hong Kong Windsor, ON.
  
     «a Ar
Harry Deckert, Ernest Ewaschuk,Jerry Drouillard,
B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hons.) B.Sc.
Hamilton, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Amherstburg, Ont.
   















   







Anne Gorek, Joe Green,
3.5:. B.Sc.




Murray Hiebert, Ted Hodgkinson, Winston Isaac,
C.S.B., B.Sc. 8.5:. 3.5:.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Toronto, Ont.
  
on ablonski, Brother Joachim, ‘ Ed Johnston, Gerald Kerr,
B.Sc. F.S.C., 3.5:. (Hons) B.Sc. B,Sc,
Merrickville, Ont.Windsor, Ont. Montreal, Que. Riverside, Ont.
   
Dennis Leach, Lee Maguire, Bob Meredith, Calvin Messing,
B.Sc. , B.Sc. 35(- B.Sc.
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Detroit, Mich.
46
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Richard Minielly, Don Miskew,
B.Sc. B.Sc.
Blenheim, Ont. Riverside, Ont.
  
   
  
  
    
,A   mm.’
Robert Near, Eric Pensch, ' Richard Phillips,
B.Sc. B,Sc_ B.Sc.
Adrian, Mich. Windsor, Ont. Cornwall, Ont.
     
J'ohn Preniczky, Shiart Ouic-k, Anthony Schincariol, Dennis Smart,
B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hons.) B.Sc. B.Sc. (Hons.)
Windsor Ont Oldcostle, Ont. Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
  
 
   
 
L " (in A _ W ~,A
Alfred Trinca, Okello Uma, Doug Winch Sylvia Znolins,
B.Sc. B.Sc. 35¢. B.Sc.







      
John Amyot, Terrence Assang, BOb Benefeau, Sfan Birch,
B.Comm. (Hons.) B. Comm. (Hons.) B-Comm. (HOHSJ B.Comm. (Hons.)






    
louis Carli,
B.Comm. (Horl’sJ







Gary Chick, Claude David, lorne Duguid, '0" "ammo",
B.Comm. (Hons.) B.Comm. (Hons.) 48 B.Comm. (Hons.
) ' B.Comm.













   
Michael Moodrey, Peter Moran, Emil Murarik,
B.Comm. (Hons.) B.Comm. (Hons.) B.Comm.











Fred Schinners, David Smith, Stuart Weber,
B.Comm. (Hons.) B. Comm. (Hons.) B.Comm. (Hons.)
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NURSING














































Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Chothom, Ont.
Elaine Cain,
















Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.







































Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng.
Windsor, Ont.
Judith Lake,









 Lillian Sediva, Pat Simon, Patricia Solomon, lynn Sparks,
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed. Dip. ng. Ed.














Mary Waring, Walter Wegerle, Donna Weiler, Phyllis wundel‘:
Dip. Pub. Hlth. ng. Dip. ng. Ad. 53 Dip. ng. Ed. Dip- Pub- Hlth. Nss-l Wallaceburg, Ont. Peterborough, Ont. Kitchener, Ont. Windsor, Onl-  
   
, A ‘. .. ., . ....._.-,. .«w ._v.__.- c
   
1 James Beaudoin, Noel Bhumgara, Michael Bowman, Charles Boyle,
‘1 B.A.Sc. (Civil) B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Chem.) B.A.Sc. (Mech.)





Cho’rhom, On’r.   
I ‘ Michael Chiu, Jack Dalgleish,
; ‘ B.A.Sc. (Civil) B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.)
3 Taipei, Chino Windsor, On’r.
 
     \’%
Bruno Degregorio, Jim Drummond, R0" DUI“): Abi°UdU Egbuniwe
B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.) B.A.Sc. (Chem.) 54 B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.)
Soul? 516. Marie, Om. Burwash, Ont, Woodslee, Ont. OniTsha, Nigeria    
 Jim Ellis, Terry Fahlenbock, Mike Gann, Milan Gacesa,
B.A.Sc. (Civil) B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.) B.A.Sc. (Mech.)




Scarborough, Ont.    
Frank Giblin, Bob Horvalh,
B.A.Sc. (Chem.) . B.A.Sc. (Civil)
Chicago, Ill. Detroit, Mich.
    Paul Hrivnak, Ronald Hussain, Doug HutchinS, Ralph Hutchinson,B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Chem.) 55 B.A.Sc. (Chem.) B.A.Sc. (Chem.)Windsor, Ont. Petit Valley, Trinidad Leomingfon, Ont. Toronto, Ont.  










   l|
Bernard Kenney Dennis Lauzon, Leo Lecouteur Kerry MacDenald,
B.A.Sc. (Mech.) B.A.Sc. (Chem.) B.A.SC. (Chem) B.A.Sc. (CIVII)




Belle River, Ont.  
Tim MucKenzie, Melcon Melconian,
B.A.Sc. (Mech.)















   
Roger St. Aubin, Bob Sanford, Jerry Smrcka, Jim Soltis,
B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.) B.A.Sc. (Mech.) B.A.Sc. (Civil) B.A.Sc. (Eng.Sc.)
Timmins, On’r. Leomingfon, Onf. Windsor, Onf. Windsor, Ont.
’65
  Chan Tam,B.A.Sc. (Civil)Hong Kong
Dale Sfrufhers, Dave Terry,
B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Civil)
Windsor, Ont. Windsor, Ont.
     ‘
Ton Turch n, Michael Wong, DaVe WOOdO". Wally Wyszynski,
B.A.gc. (MeZhJ B.A.Sc. (Elect) B.A.Sc. (Civil) B.A.Sc. (Elect)
Windsor, Ont. Hong Kong 57 RiveI’Side, On’r. Windsor, Om‘.
 
      
  
 
    
      
     























.4 l W. Anderson, '66
'. 7‘ M. Andree, '68
' l K. Angus, '67
5;" l M. Arbour, '67
.' C. Arengi, '66
l S, Armstrong, '66
l} E. Atkinson, '66
7. J. Asher, '66
J. Artinkson, '68
*5 R. Atkinson, '67


















J. Black, '66 P. Bates, '67




D. segue”, '67 J. Benereau, '68





















‘ M, Brown, '66















































    
 
  









S. Cufhber‘r, '68 R. Dove, '67

















































   
  
B. Frisone, '68



























































































   
    
     
   
       
   

























Cr Kelly, '66 F. Jenich, '68
M. Kelly, '69 G Johnson, '67
R. Johnson, '67
R. C. Johnson, '67
 
R. Jones, '69
- A. Kainz '66M. Kemp, 66 ,V
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Arts g
‘3i J, LoPorta, '68 V:
G. Lotendresse, '67
L. Lauer, '67
3 A. Lavery, '68
7 R. Lazarus, '66
:4' T J. Lenardon, '67
2‘ ' H. Lewin, ‘66 ‘
' C. Liebrock, ‘66
|'.'5L L P, Lippa,‘ '68 r
' D. Liszczak, ‘67-. i M. Livingston, ‘67
i S. Livingsfone/ '67 {y
S. Longson, '67 J




'r L. Mockie, '66 M- Lyons, 66'
' W. McAdam, 67 l




',' H. Mocdonold, '66 ‘
S. Maerzlu’rf, '66 M, McDonald, "66 i
5. Mokorevich, '66 6- MCFOdden, 67
M. McGuire, '66 I
H. McKechnie, '67 .
D. McKeen, '66
M. Momolo, '69 5- MCKeen, '58,




A. McMillan, '67 ‘
K. Manley' '67 D. McNamara, '66















J. MoSom‘, '69 V




































































































































L. O'Connor, '68 P. Pemberron, '66




P. O'Neil, '68 M. Petrosovic, '67















   
   
   
 
  





R. Robinson, '66w ,
S. Rodger, '67‘ i
B. Rodney, '66.. ,
G. Roebuck, '67
.5
J. Rog, '67 $1‘? A. Roland, '66 .3.
E. Rosar, '68:
M. Rose, '67.
M. Rose, '66 I
r
w y G. Roth, ‘68 '
// D. Rounding, '67
L. Roy, ‘68
M. Roy, ‘66.
L. Rozich, '66V i
C. Ryan, '68
V Ryan, '68 M. Semeniuk, ‘66



























i~ H. Silka, ‘66
' J F. Sikkema, '67
17' ' L. Simonini, ‘66
377' ', V. Seech, '66 t
i I J. Seibenick, '67 .
‘ M. Skaab, ‘67 1
. D. Skoyles, 'oc
‘ M. Smith, '66
r i, T. Soda, '67
. C. Solomchuk, '67
‘- B. Spiers, ‘66
. s. Stabila, ‘66 f
, M. Stebila, '67 .r
I C. Steele, '67
J. Stenz, '67
3' 8. Stevens, '67
G. Stevens, '66
. ' C. Stocker, '68
i, J. Stomp, '66
 
i B. Storrey, '67
' A. Strachan, '67








i J. Talicno, '67
I B. Tallon, ‘66











































































M, Wilson, '67 '

















































































































R. Papineau, '67 2 .
G. Parisoﬁo, '67 l















   




P. Van Waneghem, '67
B, Walker, '67
G. Weiss, '68




    
   
 
   
 













W. Becker, '67 P. Elias, '66




L. Coyle, '66 L. Fitch, '68





































     





















J. C. Allen, '66





































M. Prud'homme, '68 N. Talbot 67
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J. Brien, '66 v‘
E. Brown, '67 8,
 
G. Caldwell, ‘66
Y. Caluar, '66 1




M, Chelap, '67 L;— .






R. Fishman, ‘67 E' D Andre“ 6"“
D. Filzsimmons, '68
   
  
  


























T. HerbST, '67 P. Faucher, '67
H. Hollon, '67
W. Homes, '67 " ' '












































   























D. Roberts, '68 T. Moore, '68






























   

















E. Van Hoverbke, '67
V. Von Hooydonk, '66






    
    
  
chim and Gerard
Brothers Gemi, Guy, Victor, Hugh, Arnold, Bruce,
Colin, Brendan, Ronald, Paul, and Barry.




































The Christian Brothers are the largest order
of non-cleric Teaching religious and the fourth
largest male religious order in the world. The
official name of the order is "Brothers of the
Christian Schools" — The 24 Brothers on Cam-
pus are members of the sole English speaking
district of Canada — the district of Toronto,
and are registered in arts and science courses
from preliminary year to the doctoral level.
Here the Brothers can be seen in less academic
pursuits.
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Front Row: J. Julien, A. Kroker, M. Newton, M. Girosh, D. Vernelli, R. Stephens, E. Bertoldi. Middle Row: W. Riegel, G.
VonLare, T. Murphy, P. Burgener, D. Armstrong, M, Hiebert, J. Fisher, J. Williams. Top Row: F. Killoire, D. Drouillard, D.
Wing, J. Kehoe, K. Doran, N. Rheoume, G. O'Connor.
BASILIAN SCHULASTICATE
The new Basilian residence is to be completed
in May, 1965, and will accommodate 56 Scholas-
tics. A chapel, Community room, dining hall, gym-
nasium and work shop will be the unique features







    
    
Front Row: BroThers J. KeTelaars, R, Huber, P. Keasf, C. Whalen, R. Nelder, J. Kenny, M. Goodmurphy, F. Vandersreen.
Second Row: BroThers D. Clarke, D. MacLellan, D. Meriz, A. Beaubien, J. BeckTo, B. STeacy, D. McGinn, P. Hansen, Fr. C.
McCormick, Fr, R, Marino. Third Row: Brothers B, Tracey, W. Barre, T. Pyper, M. Roth, G. Michalski, E. Redman, G. Archi-
bald, L. Norman. Back Row: BroThers C. Maclsaac, J. Barnes, A. Hicks, D. Purschke, R. Plamondon, R. Nadeau, G. McNorgan,
Fr. G. Glover, J. Fitzgerald.
REDEMPTORIST
SINGING GRDUP
Ron Nadeau, Len Norman,






   
Modern missionaries — is The aim of Holy Redeemer
College The RedempTorisT seminary. ATTer graduation
  
from The UniversiTy, Tour years are spenT in The sTudy
of The Church's mission To The modern world. Following
ordinaTion To The priesThood, These young RedempTorisTs
will begin Their missionary acTiviTy in Canada, SouTh
America, or Japan.
  
   
 
















ll that go o constitute a gentleman,
c iage, gait, address, gestures, voice; the ease,
t self-possession, the courtesy, the power of con-,
virsing, the talent of not offending . . . these qual-
itigés, some of them came by nature, some may vb
fcgund in any rank, some of them are a direct pre-
c l t of Christianity; but the full assemblage of them, J—k
bind in the unity of an individual character, do
we expect they can be learned from books?
you cannot leam to converse till you have the world ’
to converse with; you cannot ~unlearn your natural
Vbashtulness, or awkwardness or stiffness, or other
besetting deformity, till you serve your time in some
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FROSH ROYALTY INCLUDE; Sue Garry, Carol MaHborski, Sharon Keogh, Queen Ann Marie Lo
very,
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7564 Cwu may“ 6544,
mm Md mum to tie
ﬁlm! 25m,
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to put wétd— aim Wood.
  
    
  
ﬂoomooo dto aw do ﬂaw/ado it'on Ciao 6m 74W 5. Wonw 917.7” load“ of
do 0mm Mud 731,417, to (do Woo. 7M. Ukomoooo, do two 73ch Style, dawuai tie
Mao“ «logo to (om tio 7mm“! idem! 7on9! a 5mm to do oooou'to‘oo.
Mo. Uﬁomfooa 4mm and, Wm m M
540mm! Wampum 54o“ Au towed.
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Andy Lung, Gordon Awde, Andrew Thompson, Frank Smith and Paul MacNeil.
We ammo, Sociolqu 61% Would “Mum M
afoot,th to do“ 254,. Wilma flood. of Window
commutq Lou/(Loot, om wow comoooom'd comm
on cowl u'oﬁto do do WW4 am. #0 opooou
ﬂow wit/n Woodie muck, 7W of do
Sociology Cluo .
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mica tie mam 0/ W60. 3'. ﬁolaad. 6.558., 76.21.44:
aaaaal mad/baa m doae mad to mate data/am
Caaada m tie dated Stated. 74 oaadetq of Wm coma/Lea and
tie Maw of Caaaaa'aa—fimeucaa adath wow duct/Med a 6M
t/w Scam m Stadmt 23mm“ .
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Atomic camp“ of 8m”. "
 
PANEL MEMBERS ON THIS SEMINAR INCLUDE: Drs. J. Ham and J. G. Parr of the University of Windsor,Dr. C. Bourne of U.B.C., Dr. R. Tolmie, Q.C., Oi‘iowo, Dr. F. DeMorco, F.C.l.C., University of Windsor,M. Conant, Atomic Energy Commission of Washington, DC, C. Poll and R. B. Dinmcr of Los Angeles,Calif.
 
    
7/06 S Muted only M camp“ will» a [mm] {M
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it continued on m we paw] gov/w 6!] tie 771. 75. 6. wine pug/ecu weaved
wpfoudlq tongue [mom [was an wwwwmto'oml "Mia, claw". ..
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Mike Kobluk, Chad Mitchell and Joe Frazier.
7/": 6mm wow! mom of tie you pwoed to 66 tie 60,1166“
ﬁeld at St. 23am flail a 766mm] of Mu you. 00“ two idan mtéw‘utéc
Malena palm! tie Made“ a Mo ﬂail to dean t/w W0 We a - um pctfomm.
 
  Suede/ate weee edpeemllq wed at tie
ooeee entice of tie aw, M
wmoumud m teen e'Mfe'u'ey
2 eeede‘teou a] " We Uweloe 23eqe
0/ Gimme“ " Md " WM jobuu’e
ﬁancee Mme/My f/me Aged/e. "
 
 
     
   25am tie Mteme‘m’oe, Wee Wuweee lac/u, (emu 0/ Manage to 6e
Med foe tie Am 3411 Wee/med.
      
  
Take me, I'm all yours‘
and we Mac a, [w
  
You guys are on who? kind of a raid? i
\
Stath
What do you mean, you don'? want to?
She thinks cafeteria food is great.
Who? am 1 getting myself in for?
94
 ‘ The P.C.‘s are rebuilding "He‘s goﬁa be for real.'
‘ ‘ WWW Wt 4mm We a, M mm .
He
 
"You should have seen me before I went To Vic Tonny'S'U "If you don'? come near me I'll scream."
Dr. Kalera, I owe everything to you.
Who says Prefecfs work?
95
Now really, Bouncer! "If mother could only see me now









Welcome to 2nd floor Psychiatric.
"Who switched my scotch for pop?”
 
"You beast!!"
 ring on the dancing girls!" "H re we are, you lucky devils!" 
    
You see we start like this . . . e . , and end like this.
   
"We'd rather fight then switch!" "Kiss me, stupid!"
 
That will teach the Bookstore to raise their prices! "If The Prefects could only see me now"'
  
   
   
 
    
     
  
{33‘
>2   
tobief’
"Oh look," Said Mary, "Look and see, look and see". "I‘m past The bobbyAsox stage now. '
  "Just c'smin' and a pick'n my Toes." "Call me ‘A bump on a log' again and HI flip you."




























l would like To Take This opporTuniTy To Thank The
sTudenT body, The members of The STudenTs' Admin-
isTraTive Council, The TaculTy, The members of The ad-
minisTraTion and The many individual people who
helped wiTh advice and cooperaTion in The proiecTs
and plans which were successfully compleTed This
year‘ IT has been a greaT joy and privilege having
had The opporTuniTy of working for and wiTh The
sTudenT body of The UniversiTy of Windsor.
I would hope ThaT The program compleTed and The
plans for The TuTure have meT wiTh your general ac-
cepTonce and ThaT your excellenT supporT will be ex-






Greg Crawford, Bob Weimer, Richard Dove, John McNamara, Richard Burkart, Gladys Manser, Barry
Walker, John Fell, Mary Lou SchroT, Janet Van Linden, Maurice Miskow.
102
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MG’Y senzel Barry Walker John Roberts





Jim Kauffman ~— Applied Science
Maurice Miskow — Pure Science
Richard Dove — An‘s Rep.










cil for Women arrang-
ed several s o c i al
events on campus, in-
cluding a Swizzle
Party during Fro s h
Week, the Sadie Haw-





M. L. Schro? (President), H. Pocovsky, N. Barsonti, M. Snaith, N. Hirsch, S. Morgan, D. Woltord, G.
Thompson, C, Costigon, G. McHugh, L. Menard, M. Schenck.
  
. ‘ “ SECOND ROW: A. Lang, P, MocNeil, B. White, T. Devlin, L. Verrosso, J. Beoulne, D. Kasta. FIRST ROW:
‘ ‘ F A. Farkos, J, Gosselin, M. Kerfz, G. McHugh, D, Wolford, M. K. L'Heureux, M. Brown, L. Tomnick, M.
J A. Marr.
W.IJ.S.B.
The World University Services
Committee strives to promote
better relations among university




Row 1: K. Reynell, S. Shivas, N. Barsanti, J. Placzek, S. Chauvin, C. Tufano, G. McHugh, G. Urbani. Row 2: M. Gearen,J. Allen, F. Sikkema, (3. Stevens, 8. Landry, L. Seibeniek, R. Sonier, D. Weiler, J. Sweeney.
ARTS CllllNCll
The Arts Council provides a balanced
program of activities for the student body
ranging from the annual Hallowe'en
Dance to the Arts Ball. It is also the
publisher of the Artsletter, a bulletin for
students of the Arts faculty.
Row 1: K. Landry, M, Huxter, W. Flindall. Row 2:
R. St. Aubin, A. Lang, R. Dove, G. Gaughan. Row 3:





C.U.S. is perhaps one of
The mosT dynamic groups
on campus in ThaT iT plans
and sponsors acTiviTies of
immediaTe inTeresT To sTu-
denTs. Included among
These are The Blood Drive,
a sTudenT insurance plan,
and a sTudy of academic
fees across Canada. This
year, Their biggesT venTure
on This campus has been
The organizaTion of a char-
   
Tered TlighT To Europe for
The summer monThs. Under
The guidance of Bob Weim-
er, Chairman, The group
hopes This will be a mile-
sTone in The UniversiTy's
I'llSTOl‘y. Bob Weimer, Chairman of C‘U‘S.





for bringing To The
campus some of The
finer Things in life,
The arT display in The
foyer of The Univer-
siTy CenTre is one of
Their services, and is
changed frequenle To
display boTh modern




 D. Fenton, F. Powell] P. McCullough, H. Stephen, T. Morgan, M. Connelly, M. Durocher, P. Walton, L.





history is said to be
a knowledge of
man. The Lord Ac—
ton Society keeps a
keen eye on current
world affairs. This is
fu rt h e r stimulated
by guest speakers
such as Prof. Keppel—





The aim of the De-
bating Society is to




are by no means
lacking potential in
either of these fields,
and Mike Connelly
guided his group to
a high degree of
perfection.
Dr. Farrel, J. Loudon, B. Trothen, J. Vanstone, B. Nolan, R. Eocly, J. Trott, L. Vorrasso, T. Smyth.
  





M. Samson and E. Ewaschuk. WiII we meet the deadline?
C. Branigan, A. Hrachovi, T. Assang, L. O'Connor, B. Ryan, M. Samson, J. Mitchell, R.
Griffin, 5. Shivas, C. Solomchuk, H. Froese, A, Kaufman, T. Michalczuk.
 J. Goyeau, L'. Davidson, F. Fraser, Editor; P. Thihault, L. Brueggeman, G. Crawford.
LANCE STAFF
ism this year, while attempting to incorporate the _best
in journalistic principles. The main "new" feature of the
Lance this year is the fact that it has gone into the field
The Lance, the weekly publication of the University, is
primarily a student project. It gives regular coverage of
social and sports events as well as controversial topics.
The editors have tried many new approaches to iournal- at offset printing.
 
M. Stebila, J. Deziel, L. O'Connor, A. Kaufman, L. Fox, C.C. Branigan, R. Zarate, A. Hrachovi,
Mitchell.   
  Gr O'Keefe, B, Ericndson, Gr Chick,D. Smith, J. Susko,
GENERATION
The "Generation" is a literary pub-
lication presenting creative writing by
the students, including poems, essays,
and short stories.
Helen Froese, Tom Root (Editor).
  STUDENT
GUHDE
Edﬁed by Enﬂe ENas-
chuk, Thb yeofs Stu-
denf Guide E on exceL
lent coHecHon of phone
numbers and addresses,
a Hue “husﬂens hand-
book".
  
Betty Thorburn, N. Gray, Te Shincoriol, H‘ Froese/ E. Ewoschuk,









#3:.) En ﬁlﬂh‘ “if.
  
First Row: G. Chick, J. Fell, L. Duguid, D. Lindsay, F. Shinners, G. O‘Keefe, D. Smith. Second Row: J,
McFarland, C. DOVld, L. Carli, M. Moodrey, W. Blonde, G. McNeil, S. Weber, B. Erickson, J. Pollard,
L. Cotter, R. Henderson, B. Bechand, P. Ryan, T. Lachine, D. Cooper. Third Row: H. Musson, D. VanNesT,
J. Diem, D. MCArThur, A. Davidson, R. Sinisac, J. Morin, J. Susko, B. Tartaglia, D. Caner, R, Bishop, W.
Cofham, J. Amyor, G. Takaki.
       
EXECUTIVE
Prof. M. Zin, D. Lindsay, F. Schinners, L. Duguid, G. Chick, Prof. B. Sullivan.
1 l2
 First Row: F. Shady, D. Connely, D. Nolan, M. Mutter, W. Wyszynski, C. Allen, P. Paula, F. Mallat.
Second Row: P. Ledoux, M. Chiu, F. Walton, R. Miller, R. Wigle, W. Egan, O. Hageniers, T. Aconne,
L. Scott, M. Gaan, B. Griffiths, R. Nadalin. Third Row: G. Goodwin, M. Cranstone, G. Wilke, M. Gindl,
N. Talbot, J. Steiner, S. Petrusenko, J. Desmarais. Fourth Row: H. Smith, C. Morentette, B. Kenney, B.
Leeper, R. Hutchison, T. Shakespeare, L. Fitch, K. Malbourne, G. Ackert, N. Totl.
 Firs! Row: D. Merlow, E, Lou, C. Perl, R. Sandre, P. Quan, H. Loudie, K. Miles, J. Morris. Second Row:F. Hasnain, A. Bonsignore, P. Elias, L. Meloche, W. Ritchie, J. Cook, D. Cole. Third Row.- G. Mac-Coubrey, B. Darovney, H. Regts, J. Cohoon, B. Girard, K. Wilson, B. Borschke, M. Livingstone. FourthRow: B. Longson, D. Kreibick, D. Hogg, D. Mortimore, P. Waier, J. Kautfman, H. Horneck.humx.,.__~..:fz.i.. .. e n -. ‘
   
15! Row: C. Messing, F. Biddle, B. Foughl, Dr. Niedzielski,
2nd Row: R, Kelch, Br, Gerard, D. Blonde, Br. Angelo, A. Ayleﬂ, C, Perl, M. Mlskow,
3rd Row: O. Mumer, H.
hoverbeke.
Loudie, D_ Philips, D. Kennedy, R. Gauthier, C. Mothe, L. Morley, E, Vonr
SCIENCE COUNCIL






   
159 Row: J. Kuleszo, D. Weiler, J. Schiedel, C. Smith, M_ M. Warring, G. Thompson, S. Creegon.
2nd Row: M. Honey, P. Solomon, A. Brennan, Mrs_ M. Allison, M, Gronf, W. Wegerle, C. Jodeski,
A. Pollock, P. Simon, J. Possmore.
SUCIHLUGY CLUB
ls! Row: H. MacDonald, J. Neilson, B. Artingsfoll, M. Brown, S. Armstrong, A. Giroux, J. Non-corrow, R. Verler.
2nd Row: E. Weber, J. Reynolds, M. Lobodie, F. Froser, J. Goyeau, S. Froese, C. Lochorife, W.Flindoll, M, Misek, R. Griffin.
       
FRENCH
CLUB
The aim of the French Club is
to promote the use of conVersa-
tional French and an interest in
French literature.
Membership consisted both of
French maiors and students who
wished to promote their native
tongue.
 
K. St. John, A. Laieunesse, R. Ciganovic, C. Thibault, R. Taves, K. Obradovich, A. Hrachovi, L. Mackie,
M. Graveson, D. Stracke, J. Jeeroburkhan (president), C. Lacharire, C. Branigan, M. Sertic, M. Petrasovic,
D. Jenich, M. Hamiiton, L. Belanger, F. Jenich, M. Latramboise, F. Zanutto, S. Payne, E. Barron,
J. Fisher.
B. Zub, R. Zarate, L. Mackie, F, Scartone, K. Obradovich, M. Groveson, S. Garry, G. Manger, R. Fortier
, K. Comartin, Y.
Marentette; R. Taves, M, Carr, R, Sandor, R, St. John, R. Robinson, D. Wong Sing, J. Merino, D. Cerolo
mi, F. Zonatta, V.




culture of the Latin
countries was
brought to the uni-
versity by the Span-
ish Club. The mem-
bers aspire to speak
the language ﬂuent-
ly and promote an
interest in it on cam-




   
TRIDENT
CLUB
   
The Trident Club promotes the
language, culture, and literature
which the Ukrainian st u d e n t s
have inherited. But the program
is not entirely centered on tradi-
tional ways. Rather it functions in
the present with a consciousness










l M, Skaab, H. Mordowanec, B. Dydyk, C.
Yaworsky, L. Senchuk, L. Nazerwich. M. Korol, S. Galan,







The Italian Club fosters the language
and literature of Italy. A great many of
our students are of Italian parentage
and are anxious to become more pro—
ficient in their native tongue.
8. Tuck, E. Babuin, J. Frattolin, G. Urbani, T. Soda,
M. ladipaulo, T. Marra, L. Quaglia, R. Landry,
F. Zonatta; G. Schincariol, S. Stablle, R. Delorenzi,
l. Tonellato, V. Carlone, L. Varrasso, Fr. Marina; 1
M. Nusca, J. Taliano, P. Boschetto, D. Fenton,
A. Moro, F. Angelini, L. Luvisotto, F. Fazio, C. Sbrissa, '3
 





ger a club, functions
as a parish for stu-
dents of the Angli—
can faith on campus.
Under the guidance
of Father James, the
group, as well as
participating in re-
ligious services, dis-
cusses topics ot cur-
rent interest in the
Christian world.
 
D. Woodall, P. Butcher, M. Graveson, Fr. J. T. L. James (chaplain), (3. Cooper, M. Brown, D. Skayles.




As the name implies, the
Legion of Mary is a group whose
main aim is to promote devotion
to the Blessed Virgin Mary. Once
again Fr. Weiler, the moderator,
provided a spirit of devotion.
118
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M. McDonald, B. Pouget, Fr. J. J. Keon (moderator), H. Pacovsky, C. Doyle.




The Iona Club provides a bal-
anced program of religious eolu~
cation and social activities for
students of the United Church on
campus. Their moderator is Rev.




Mr. Gordon Fairweather, M.P., N. Barsami, J . MacKenzie, W. Borowicz, L. Varrasso, G. Crawford,
D. McCready, R. Srracke.
Li;
M. Taylor, P. Butler, J. Cochran, John Linblad [guest speaker), K. Landry, F. Smith (president),
S. Shivas,
A. Lang, W. Stewart, 8. Taylor, J. McKeen, S. Keough, J. Golden, D. Devriese, T. McGlaughlin, C. Evans,
M. Cleary, J. Beaulne, P. MacNiel, K. Williams, M. Prete, L. Newman, D. Kasta, B. Hornick, P. Burford,
J. LaPorta, R. Mueller, J. Reynolds, T. Cheslea, S. Pupilin, J. Asher.
CBNSERVATIVES
This year, the Conservatives
had an active membership and
an able executive. Their program
included instruction in Canadian
government. Among the high-
lights 01‘ their year was a visit
by Gordon Fairweather, N\.P.
llBERAlS
The Liberals once again en-
joyed a busy year under the
leadership of Frank Smith. A
large number of freshmen joined
the ranks, and by providing a
stimulating program, the execu-
tive hopes they will remain in the
party's ranks in the future.
  POLITICAL
SCIENCE- ECHNUMIBS
The aim of the Political Science
and Economics Club is to pro-
mote a political awareness on
campus and to relate parlia-
mentary procedures to economic
theories. Most of those pictured
served on the executive, while
the club itself had a membership
of one hundred students.
NEW
DEMOCRATS
This year, the New Democrats
had an active program on cam-
pus. As in past years, they pre—
sented the case for a social
democratic government in Can—
ada and promoted an interest
in all phases of political life.
  
E. Pertsch, H. Heyn, T. Devlin, J. O'Donnel, H. Bovmonn, R. Sandor, H. Stephen, M. Bell, J. Beoulne,
F. Powell, J. Dempsey.
C. Urban, F. Sikkema, M. Brodsky, J. Nancorrow, N. Lovore, R, St. Onge,
D. Fisher, K. Williams, F. Chobot, N. Ferron, J. Dounholzer, M, Skoab.
Ii M.
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A. Jorman, K. Ward,
  





3rd Row: H. Kranenburg, T. Mous-
seau, G. Richards, R. Timmerman,
8. Cassie, B, de Bloems. 2nd Row:
O/Cdr. K. WiIson, O/Cdr. R. Ander-
son, O/Cdr. M. Tanguay, O/Cdr. D.
Skoers, O/Cdt. V. Pistor, O/Cdt. D.
Bevan, O/Cd‘r. R. Tousignanf. 15?
Row: 2nd L1. A. Broeders, Capt. C.
F. Allen, Capr. G. Facey, Ma}, P. De-
neau, CapT. G. Mascaro, O/Cdr. D.
J. Morris.
   UNIVERSITY
NAVAL TRAINING
IIIIIISIIIN
Third Row: CdT, T. Wyzinski, Cd’r. P. Ballard,
Cdt. P. VandaIl, Cdt. R. FleweIlIng, CdT. (3,
Matthews, CdT. B, Beaudry, Cdf. R, Johnson.
Middle Row: A/S/Lt. K. Towers, Mid. G,
TomIco, CdT. D. Badregon, CdT. T. Shady, Cdf.
F, Grabowiecki, Cdt. Cpr. T. J. Morgan, Cdt.
R. Delcol, Cdt. W. J, Pastorius, Cdr. D. Bur—
ford. Front Row: A/S/Lr. R. H. Warren, S/Lr.
K, Bezaire, L/Cdr. R. C. Cross, L/Co'r, W. J,






O/C M, Appel, O/C E, Morgan, O/C T. Mc-
Lean, O/C 8. Case, S/L W. Benedict, O/C E.





M. Ackermon, B. White, K. Badder, A. Drobitch, H. Smith.
U. of W, Invitational Champions—Mario‘s Trophy,
Mike Ackermon rolls a strike!
   
   
The Music SocieTy once
again gained praise as be-
ing close To a professional
musical group. Under The
TalenTed leadership of Rev.
John Fiore, C.S.B. They
reached new and greaTer
heighTs in The field of mu-
sical enTerTainmenT. Their
concerT in December blend-
ed boTh choral and orches-
Tral presenTaTions, provid-
ing a Truly moving experi-
ence in musical apprecia-
Tion.




  First Row: G. Vanlore, C.S.B., L. Fox, Br. Vidor, S. Kuc, J. Rennie, L. Mondomin, K. Oakley, P. Butler,
Bri Colin, Br, Arnold, Ji Williams. Second Row: H. Bennsch, Br, Hugh, R, St, Aubin, J. O‘Donnel, W.
  
Firs! Row: A. Pinto, S. Hogan, C. Lachuri're, M. Lobodie, 8. Gerry, A. Sungo, N. Hirsch, J, Gosselin, M.
Wilson, R. Atkinson, Second Row: H. Hildebrand, H. Korieweg, L. Roy, J, Higgins, Y. Moremeﬂe, J. Huny-
Ody, R. Dishere, V. Symonds, M. Keough, R. Dupuis, D. Weiler, M, Waring, M. Jonzen, P. Solomon,
J. Dagger, Sr. M. Elizabeth.
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Director Carl Morey guides the orchestra through a difficult passage.
i
     
 
Michael Lyons
Scene from "Egad, WhoT A Cod"
126 
"All THE WﬂRl IJ’
Under The guiding hand of Mr. D. P. Kelly, The Drama
Club had a mosT rewarding year. IT resTricTed iTselT in no
way as To The Type of drama presenTed. This season Their
Three major presenTaTions were “Egad, WhaT A Cad" by
AniTa Bell, “The FuTure Is In Eggs" by Eugene lonesco and
"The Taming of The Shrew" by William Shakespeare.
Don Soules and Margare? Svedas




Cost of "The Taming Of The Shrew"
Scene from "The Future Is In Eggs"
. to the humorous‘




     
All I need is a pair of boots.
C. Marentette, P, Green, B. Gilbert, B. Winch, R, Allard, R. Look-Kan,
B. Kinzic, E,
Baxter, V. Dantzer, M. Kelley, Y. Calvar, B, Paul, H. Tiffin, P. Ciebien,
Schell, K. Williams, T. Doepner, A. Lavery, J, Diem, A. Marie-Jeanne,
K. Manley, G. Vogler, K. Compeau,
Sanford, P. Simons, M. Nusca, S. Deneau.
’





The Ski Club has
g a i n e d increasing
popularity e a c h
year. There are
many students who
are almost of a pro-
fessional status, but
a great many of the
members ski for re-
laxation. New mem-




trips to Mt. Gram-








N. Hirsch, M. Moodrey, P. Butcher, B. Dunne, F. Jenich, Sam (Instructor), Fr. James A Huxfer, Mrs. M.
Moodrey.














T h e Flying Club
mode iTs debuT This
year and had an ac-
Tive membership.
Professional lessons
are given To Those
who wish To obToin
Their licence, bUT sev—
eral members are in—
TeresTed in The fun
of flying as passen-
gers.
 
    BRIDGE
CLUB
 
H. Muench, G. Crawford, A. Martens,
T. Doepner, _
T. Root, R. Ellis.
[T. Sieberf, G. Brunet, E. Krouse, D. Nagy, P.
Selecky,
M. Roy, G. Getty, M. Chalin, M. Chiu (Pres.], J. Caron,
J. Goyeou, J. Diederich, W. Dale, R. St. Onge,
, V. Veinorte, E. Henderson, M. Miskow, H. Deckert
.
 
 F. Holpln, N. Ferron, P. Arnold, N. Hirsch, J. Keilman, B. Frisone, L. Parent, F. Appel.
AT ?he piano—M. Skoob, S Kuc.
J, Gervois, M. Stebﬂo, D. Smurf, M. BorHorgeon, J. DrourHord, A. Go‘d, M. Pendhorkor, L. Dumoulrn,
P. Burgener, Br. Joachim, D. Gordon, B. White, B. Warren, K. Doron.
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So now lei yé our Seyfhian, or Armenian, }
or African; or iiafian, or Gaiiic students, after 1055’ “m
ing on The Saronie waves, which’ilvouid be his more
ordinary course To Athens, at last casting anchor at
Piraeus. He is of any condition or rank of life you
please and may be made To order, from a prince
to a peasant Perhaps he is some Cieanfhes, who I
f > has been a boxer in The public games. How did if i
ever cross his brain To take hirnsehC To Athens in
t search of wisdom? or, if he came thither by acci-
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The 1964—65 edition of the sports section of the Am-
bassador is proudly dedicated to that stalwart person
from the sports field, that staunch patron of physical
exertion, Freddy Luxford. His managerial ability is sur-
passed only by his boyish friendliness. Freddy and com-
pany always have everything prepared beforehand so
that all events “come oftC like clockwork". Every day
134
Freddy can be seen scurrying about St. Denis Hall
, the
cafeteria or the D. H., either talking to the "boys
", or
reminding his hockey players of the big game. For his
capable handling of sporting events, and his faithful s
er-
vice to the University of Windsor and its student bo
dy,








These people form the backbone of The men's
afhleTic programme on campus. Under Their cap-
able direc’rion men's sports, wiTh a special emphasis




















MEN’S ATHLETIC COUNCIL—Back Row; Mike Kane, Jim Diem, Ron Gole’rski, Carlo TuFono, John
Roberts, Bruce White, Norb Keller, Kerry MacDonald, Dave Woodall, Jim Drummond, Terry
Fohlen-
bach, Kirk McKinnon, Ray Caverson. Hugh O'Neill. Fronf Row: Brian Kasta, Jim Wilkinson, Bob
Horvalh, Harvey Barsami, Norm Lavoie, Peter Cosligan, Dave Watson, Ken Long.
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SAILING TEAM—Buck Row: Tom Horsley, Andy Lang,
Butcher,
Morgan.
George Richards. Front Row: Joe Donahue,
Pat
Chris
A variety of sports were offered at the University
of Windsor this fall. Most of the students either
played football or softball in their spare time.
Others engaged in such sports as golf, tennis, sail»
ing, soccer, and track and field.
 
TENNIS TEAM: John Stenz, Jim Diem, Dick Crummer, Ter
ry
In the O.l.A.A. Golf Championships played in
Hamilton, Oct. 17, 1964, the University of Windsor
Golf Team tied for first place. John Mickle, one of
the team members, tied for low individual scoring
honours.
GOLF TEAM: Harry Hands, Harvey Barsanti, Mike Ka
ne, John
Mickle.
   
ARTS Il—Batk Row: Joe Stomp, Dave Dean, John Roberts, Brion Stead, Dove Dudley, Hor-
,

















Brion ARTS l—Back Row: John LaPorta, John Stenz, Bill Scarfia,
Jock Riervin, Larry Foley. From Row: Paul Lippa, Mike Terte,
Rich Pilliter, Bob Landry.
SCIENCE—Back Row: Ken CopsTick, Eddie D'Andrea,
Bellaire, Bob Belloire, George Lung, Bob Near, Front Row:
Jim Wilkinson, Larry Kelly, John Preneczky, Peter Costigan,
   
COMMERCE—Back Row: Torn Lachine, Bill Cotnam, Fred Schin-
ners, Marty Kwiatkowski, Jim McFarlane, John Pollard, Pat
Culhane, Brian Kasfa. Front Row: Buzz Hassel, Bob Tartaglia
Pete Ryan, Jim Kolb.
, ENGINEERS—Back Row: Bob Horvoth, John Lipic, Don Mor-
timore, Arnie Godin, Jerry Dellvechio, Dave Woodoll, Mike
Abbey. Front Row: Brian Rody, Bernie Friesmufh, Frank Gib-
blin, Dick O'Callaghan.
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FﬂﬂTBAll.
CHAMPIONS
K 9mm? 3 Wm: HR.
5‘
Science—Back Row: J. Allen, S. Blackshaw, B. Bellaire, D. Smart, P. Costigan, E.
Gray, A. Cecutti, J. Mitchell, R. Cascatti,
D. Gordon, L. Astrella. Front Row: J. Wilkinson, M. Thorpe, D. Missal,.D. Leach, J. Orczyk, B. Bellaire, J. Zacker.
The Championship playoff between Science
and Arts II was a closely fought battle for a
great part of the game. Finally, in the second
period, Science pushed toward the goal line
and went over for six points. Just before half
time Arts ll gained a single point on a punt.
The Science team came charging on the field
the second half and were not to be denied.
They crossed the twin—stripe twice more, final
score (18%).
Runner-up: Arts ll—Back Row: Pete Nantais, Bob
Sinclair, Bob Bondy, Kirk McKinnon, Wayne Curton,
Dave Dudley, Joe Sheehan, Lou Poqua, Peter Bond.
Front Row: John Grant, Mike Baker, Larry Stone, Joe
Bevaqua, Bob Lazarus, Dan Jason, Ed Ptomsky.
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BBMMERCE
Back Row: J. Balint, J. Halpin, R. Touchie, J. Lucas, L. Duguid, D. Van Nest, Coach Schincariol.
Front Row: J. Hogan, B. Pickford, J. Susko, D. Carter, B. Lazarus, J. Amyot.
SOCCER
Soccer was a very popular sport at Windsor last
fall. Under the direction of Bruno DeGragario, tour
faculty teams competed for top honours, which
eventually went to the Engineers. The intercollegiate
team, which is pictured below, played three exhi~
bition games this season, two against Oakland and
the other against W.O.|.T. They were victorious in
all three games, beating out Oakland by scores of
5-0 and 5-1, and defeating W.O.|.T. to the tune of
5-2.   
“If i can just pull away from this guy, I'll be in the clear. .
    
 
Back Row: D. Hamber, M. Wong, R. Hussain, B. Morris, T. Acanne,
M, Prud'homme.
Front Row: D. Zannier, W. Miller, B. DeGragario, L. Cameron, J. W, Allen.
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Track Team—Back Row: Dick Moriarify, Bob Samaras, Archie Green, Norb Keller, Herold Horneck,
Klouse Wiebe, Herbie Miller, Bill McAdam, Jim Atkinson. Front Row: Ken Woodoll, Lorry Kelly, Jerry
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WINTER SPORTS...
      . 3 The UniversiTy of Windsor Curling Team prac-. 9 Tises each Thursday aT The Windsor Curling Club.
PeTe Ryan, who heads The Team, is looking Tor
I ’ anoTher successful year. In February, The Team
heads Tor The O.Q.A.A. championship held in Wa-
Terloo where They are hoping To capTure The cham-
pionship.
J. Lench, D. Terry, K. Landry, P. Gougeon, P. Ryan.
 
cu PeTer Ryan exhibiTs his skill as a skip,
Sweep iT down, fellas.
  
  
      
























Enthusiastic swimmers all set for another one of those marathon races.
 
competition, the 1964-1965 University of
Windsor swimming team under coach Nick
Grabowski are on their way to another suc-
cesstui season. Led by co-captains John Rob-
erts and Tom Gaftney, the team has high
hopes of finishing even better than last year's
1 Only in its second year of inter—collegiate
I
i






D. MacNamara, H. O'Neill, J. Stomp, P. Villani, P. Flanigan, A. Cecutti, T. Doepner, D. Baloishis, R. Fortin, K. Milburn,
1 V. Vella, C. Steele. J, Mitchell, J. Wilkinson.
3‘:
Every Tuesday night in St. Denis Hall one can witness players from each faculty, has defeated Oakland in early
the intertaculty volleyball schedule in action. This year season play and stands an excellent chance in the up-
the Engineers appear to have the strongest team due coming tournaments in March against the University of 7',
to height advantage. The all—star team, comprised of Detroit, Wayne State, and the University of Michigan.
C. Schmelzle, P. Quan, R. Gauthier, D. Hogg, D, Mortimer, H. D. Young, Ed Irwin, T. Elliott, B. Penner, B. Landry, M.
Hornech, L. Ball, B. Tremblay. Mullone, D. Griffore.
   








The clashing of foils can be heard from The “PiT” every
Monday and Wednesday nighT. N\r. CiccoTeHi, The coach,
has promised To produce a fine Team To represenT Windsor
in The upcoming inTercoHegiaTe TournamenTs
 
M. Andzons, J. Gosselin, Mr‘ A
"Touché"
. In an early
144
. CiccoTelli, |. Hexel, G. Vogler, B. Brode.
season TournamenT, Gean Vogler won The women's sin-
gles while The men showed greaT promise by finishing a
close second OUT of six Teams.
 




































M. Kelley, B. Borschke, D. Cole, Ci MacMillan, B. Cameron, C. Maliborski, D. MoriarTy (Coach), 8. Wolf,
L. Varrasso, K, Landry, J. Gosselin, M. PreTe.
Thump, Thump, Thump, Bullseyel This is whaT happens campus is growing rapidly. He is looking forward To a 6
when archery Team members meeT each week. Under successful season This year and enTerTains hopes for in’rer-
The direcTion f Dick Moriarty, This newesT of sporTs on collegiate compeTiTion in TuTure years. ;
. . . Lots of bullseyes.Archers Take aim . . .
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B. Ryan, A. McMillan.
  
in spite of a sore ankle, Keith Travis
still manages To flip his opponent.
  
W. Craig, K. Travis, S. Chan, R. Allard, M. Clark
, R. Belland, J. Barlow, C. ivey,
Mr. Albert Linnell, a black belt from The Detroit
Judo Club, is the new coach of the University of
Windsor Judo team. Under his direction interest ‘.
in This sport has greatly increased on our campus ‘
to the extent where even girls are participating
on Tuesday and Thursday nights.
This year the team has participated in local
tournaments here at the YMCA in Windsor as
well as a few intercollegiate invitational meets.
On the weekend of January 30, l965, eight
members from the club taired well at a tourna-
ment held at McMaster.
  
Mr. Linnell instructs the members on the
proper hold for an arm lock.
Bud Ryan flips his opponent.
146
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The University of Windsor Badminton team
successfully defended their O.l.A.A. lntercollegi- ’
ate Championship in the annual competition
held at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in Toronto
last homecoming weekend. if;
Eric Pertsch, two time O.l.A.A. and O.Q.A.A.
individual Champion led the Windsor team to
their fourth straight O.l.A.A. team championship. in
Bill Simon and Roland Herbst, who substituted
for the ailing Terry Fahlenboch, were instrumen- is
tal in securing the team's victory.
Bill and Eric do a little practising.
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John Duff, coach, Jim Boyko, George Lung, John Mickle, Jerry Kuzak, John Lipic
, Joe Sheehan, John l
Zechner, Peter CosTigan, Kirk McKinnon, Dave Prpich/ Torn KnowlTon,
Brian KasTa, Billy MiTchell, Frank
Dumsha, R. N. Heafh, Ken Long, Ray Caverzan, Bruce STevens, Harvey Barsan
Ti, Dennis DeVriese, John
Kizis, Freddy Luxford, general manager.
lANBERS
For The TirsT Time in HS hisTory, The UniversiTy
of Windsor iced a Lancer hockey Team in On-
Tario lnTercollegiaTe compeTiTion.
Under The able guidance of coach John Duff,
and general manager Fred Luxford, The Lancers
Took a commanding lead in The "B" division of
O.l.A.A. league. They appear To be headed for
a successful season by virTue of 6-1 and 6—4
vicTories over York UniversiTy, a 12-2 drubbing
of HamilTon lnsTiTuTe of Technology, and an 8-4
win over W.O.l.T. Should The Lancers have con—
Tinued success They may have The opporTuniTy
of compeTing againsT The winner of “A” Division
of which Sudbury LaurenTian is currenle The
leader.
The TuTure for inTercollegiaTe hockey aT U. of
W. has been well-esTablished.







Roger Rivai’f, Charlie Ryan, Gary Brunet, Jerry Wiley, Barry Walker, Freddy Luxford, coach; Charles
Peterson, Bill Seitz, John England, Dave Prpich, Dave Watson, manager; Tom Knowlfon, Bill Janci,
Paul MacNamara, Jerry Kuzak, Dennis DeVriese.
ARTS ll
Gaye Queen, Frank Dumsha, Joe Sheehan, Dave Dean, Mike Cleary, Mike Bondy, Howard Duffy, coach;
Kirk McKinnon, Harvey Barsanfi, Ray Caverzan, Ken Long, Don Kasfa



















    
John Zechner, Bob Collis, Pat Flanagan, Jim Boyko, John Mickle, Paul Little, Clyde Long, c
oach;
















Len Fitch, Glen MacCoubrey, Ron Dunn, Arnie Godin, Bob Gagne, coach; Gordon Mi
tchell, John Loeback,
John Lipic, Ed Rosar, Jim Steiner, Don Thompson, Bob Heath, Barney Kenney, Dave Col
e. A
   
     
SCIENCE
John Reiner, coach; Doug Specht, Ken Woodoll, Dove Burkort, George Lung, Dove Nagy, Al Trinca,
John Kizis, James Lotchford, Roger Allard, Bruce Stevens, Gt Lagiess, Peter Costigon, Ed D'Andreo.
HﬂcKEY : A MAN’S SPORT
This picture was snapped 0 split
second after the face-off.




      
6 JOE BARDSWICH BOB “TINY” BILLAND BERNIE FRIESMUT  JOE GREEN BUZZ HASSETT GERRY HORNER
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Tom Henderson, ex-Loncer, shows
form that is keeping Waterloo in The
race this year. '













  Basketball Bunny Hop.
   
   
   










"Buzz does some fancy shooting."
‘H's on easy one for Norb."
 
"Clearly a case where Norbie has
been fouled . .
WINDSBR 88
WESTERN 86
   
_......‘... .
 
Ed Chifforo, coach,- B. Murphy, P. Winkworfh, G. Polano, T. EHioh‘, M. Taranczuk, D. McWha, B. Novena,




A. Delaney, J. Cisek, J. W. Allen, D. G- vogle”: D~ WOOdG”, 5- WGTSOH,
Mortimore, T. Mousseau, S. Payne, 5. 5- TUCk-
Chopfiany.
 
G. Weiss, J. W. Allen.

















After graduating from London
Teachers’ College, Mrs. Thompson
came to our university in 196T as
Assistant Athletic Director and head
of women's athletics. Under her
guidance, an excellent and well-
rounded athletic programme for








This year the Women's Athletic Council, under the leaders
hip of Gean Vogler
T" has proven once again that, at
the University of Windsor, there is a sport for
l
everyone. Swimming, basketball, volleyball, badminton, and
tennis are on the
agenda for this year. Through the athletic programme provided, ev
ery girl has







S. Blair, B. Show, L. Sanderson, l
A. Johnston, M. Prete, A. Emerson,
Z. Zeps, J. Blackshaw.
Front Row:
G. Kapelos, P. Walton,










i ;The University of Windsor girls'
1} swimming team started the season
1 off with a victory over Waterloo
A' . . . . l
and MacMaster Universmes. With
Nick Grabowski as coach, the girls'
‘ swimming team has grown and im- -
proved noticeably in the last two
' years. More successes seem assur-









l (3. Bell, M. Snaith, L. Menard (Coach), Nick Grabowski, I. Brand, J. Brand, D. Miles, C. Williams. I
I
 
Three of our best swimmers practise the Australian crawl.
161  
  
The girls' basketball Team coached by Sis Thompson has
had a rewarding season. In the Tournament at Guelph They
placed second out of five other universities. Other games
will be played This year in Toronto and London.
3 ' ,7}
Wiﬁdﬂl’ . '\, 50",”
it"?!
(ft‘ﬂr
Back: D. Miles, J. Morrel, L. Snyder (Coach), 8. S.
Thompson, B. McPherson, S.
Banks, C. Costigan, Front: K, Angus, P, Wilson, H. Kin
ik, J. Thompson, A. Emerson,
C. Maliborski, L. Menard.
VULLEYBALL
The girls' volleyball team placed second in a successful
Tournament held at Waterloo. Captain Flora Jane Hartford
and coach Sis Thompson are leading our girls' volley
ball
team To an outstanding season.
Good Block, Dorothy.
Buck: J. Blackshaw, S. Thompson, 0. Teizczek, F. J. Hartford. Front: P
. Barthwick,
L. Sanderson, P. Walton, A. Johnston, M. Prete, JT Clancey, K. Whetst
one (Coach),
Sis Thompson.
Flora-Jane shows her skill as a volleyball player.
162    
   
     
   The badminron Team had a successful year in infercollegiare
     
meets, and looks forward To even greater success next year.





Girls Take Time our from Their busy academic
schedule To enjoy a leisurely game of ping pong.
 
























Mrs. Charlo’ne Perry, M.A.,
Director of STUdenT Publications,
Technical Adviser, Advertising.
Helen Froese — Secretary












         
     
RUDY'S BARBER SHOP
UNDER THE BRIDGE ON YOUR CAMPUS
READY TO SERVE BOTH STUDENT AND FACULTY
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
































     


















270 Erie ST. E. at McDougaII
WINDSOR, ONTARIO




Over 1260 branches to serve you
 168  
  
GM Leadership starts with McKinnon
The only way york get to see the
McKinnon-builtpart ofaGM car is by
lifting the hood— or crawling under-
neath. That way you can inspect the
engine, transmission, propeller shaft,
differential and rear axle to your
heart’s content. Most people are
satisfied to know that these very
important items are all there and
functioning smoothly in Canada’s
most popular cars. And as long as
most people are satisﬁed, then we
at McKinnon are satisfied too. You
don’t see what we build very often
—but even the best cars (CM cars)
wouldn’t get very far without it!
Gives us a warm feeling, knowing
that we’re needed. Have been since
1878, in fact.
MoKinnon
IV! )I 'H'I‘IHHH l,l\ll'l‘lil)
 
Subsidiary of General Motors Corporation 0 St. Catharines and Windsor
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Mr, Bertrand 299 Grandmaire Rd.
WH 5-6366 Box 37 Walkerville
Compliments
of











Suppliers of Basic Food Materials to
Restaurants, Hotels, Institutional Cateterias
and Hospitals Across Canada
Head Office:
37 Hanna Ave., Toronto 3, Ontario
Local Representative:
Mr. R. Domm
Box 782, Kingsville, Ontario
T. Meconi, B.A.
 
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
otters greetings and best wishes to
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
on its growth and extension
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION. I964-I965
ELECTED TRUSTEES
______________________________ K. C. Hortop, B.A.Ward I .........................................................
Ward ll ............................................................................ G. Alan Buc
hanan, B.A.
Ward Ill ____________________________________________ R. J. Whilty, M.D., D.A.B., F.|.C.S.
, F.A.C.S.
Ward IV ...................................................................................... G. M. Grant, QC.





H. J. Lassaline, M.A.
Vocational School
George Lacey
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All Types of Welding





Bakers of Wonder Bread, Cakes, Sweet Goods 8. Pies
Decorated Cakes for Every Occasion









Phone CL 2-7614 144 Aylmer Ave.






































O'HALLORAN ELECTRIC MAC. J. BRIAN LIMITED
l
3 Industrial and Co
mmercial lighting PLUMBING -
— HEATING — AIR COND. — SHEET METAL
Specialize in Fluorescent lighting
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
l3 CL 2-8095 24 Hou
r Service 925 Crawford Ave. 254-5
181





282 Pitt St. E.
Sanitary Maintenance Co.















CLearwater 6-4553 I44 Pitt Street W.
MURPHY TOBACCO LIMITED




HOTEL DIEU or ST. JOSEPH
SCHOOL OF NURSING





Laundry Equipment — Ranges — Refrigerators
— Dryers —
RCA WHIRLPOOL, BEATTY, KELVINATOR,
McCLARY, EASY
SALES 8. SERVICE
671 Wyandof’re Sf. E. 253-3557
 
IT IS EASIER TO PAY OUR WAY!
PEOPLE'S
CREDIT JEWELLERS. LIMITED
CL 4-7533 302 Ouellette Ave.
LOVE'S DRESS SHOP
1626 OTTAWA STREET
THE BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
491 Ouelle’r're Ave. 1357 Ottawa SI.






1823 Wyandot’re Sf. E.
BANWELL'S BETTER BAGGAGE
SELLING QUALITY LUGGAGE AND LEATHER
GOODS FOR OVER 50 YEARS
CL 4-2982 WINDSOR, ONT.
494 PELISSIER
Owned and Operated by the Alumni
Cliff A. Blonde, Clay? S. Blonde
 
JOHN WEBB
I CLASS RINGS —-S|LVER TROPHY CUPS
Diamonds—Wai‘ches——JewelIery




DAY SCHOOL — NIGHT SCHOOL
WINDSOR
BUSINESS COLLEGE
709 Ouelleffe Ave. Ph. 253.4921
WHITE'S LAUNDRY 8: DRY CLEANING
OF WINDSOR LTD.
42 Years of Complete Laundry & Cleaning Service
PICK-UP & DELIVERY
CASH & CARRY
2 Hr, 8 Hr. & 24 Hr. Service





To University of Windsor
HEINTZMAN & COMPANY
MAKERS OF FINE PIANOS
HEINTZMAN PIANOS HAMMOND ORGANS
POP, CLASSICAL, MUSICAL SHOWS IN
RECORDS
184 Ouelleffe Ave. CL 6-3181 
Compliments
of
R. P. SCHERER  173  
  
graduation éime . . .
For an appropriate and a
cceptable graduation gift,
give
a Rideau Watch. This famo
us watch is noted for accu
racy
and long service; the i7-ie
wel movement is made in S
wit-








Formal Attire for All Occasions
SUITS and DRESSES
DUDDY'S CUSTOM SALON
Phone CL 31327 472 Pelissier Street CL 6-2621
The Original
VETERAN CAB OE WINDSOR LTD.
24 Hour Service














WHITE PLUMBING & HEATING
CO. LTD.
 
         
      
 
PLUMBING —— STEAM 8. HOT WATER HEATING
INDUSTRIAL PIPING
l.__ , V.“ W? OR
1n1u~:.;-;rv.-"'-"
H.





' ""532!" ' ‘Z' *1. DIFFERENT
_ , Charcoal Bro
iled




58 Park St E. Opposite Tunnel
service
Car Exit Call . 254-7717
INDSOR -— CANADA or 254-5484954 University Ave. Phone 254-8688
TRY OUR BREAKFAST SPECIAL —ALWAYS OPEN
BAR-B-O
SPARERIBS
   
    
  
  
 174   
  
Nothing Equals the Glamour
Of a FINE LAZARE FUR
Over the years Lazare's has been known as specialist
in Fine Furs offering only outstanding quality, authentic
styling—Furs fashioned by experts, surprisingly moderate
in prices. And, you have the advantage of a very large
selection from which to choose.
LAZARE'S FURS
493 Ouellette Ave., Windsor
WINDSOR PLUMBING and
HEATING LIMITED
PLUMBING and HEATING CONTRACTORS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
256-5401 705 Glengarry
IT IS OUR SINCERE HOPE THAT
YOU GRADUATES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FIND GREAT REWARD AND PERSONAL SATISFACTION














WINDSOR'S LARGEST DEPARTMENT STORE
Phone 252-3611
Daily Deliveries to the University














THE DOMINION HOUSE HOTEL
Where Particular People Congregate
Catering to
DINNERS——BANQUETS——-WEDD|NGS
Reservations: CL 4-6221 3140 Sandwich St. W.
TOP HAT SUPPER CLUB









G. G. McKEOUGH Limited



















315 Pelissier St. 253-8202
Creative Printing
A Complete Art Department
Full Colour Work Our Specialty
Sumner Printing 8: Publishing Co. Ltd.
254-8778 120 Ferry St.
  
Byron Blueprinting Service Ltd.
RENT-ALL-COMPANY
Chair’s
3209 Sandwich St. W.
     
662 Pelissier Phone 254-8662
CL 4-7300 After Hours 969-3320
.
Compliments
Canadian \ fI o
MECHANICAL HANDLING SYSTEMS LT . Windsor Fish Distributors Ltd.
352 Pitt St. East
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
Dial 256-3436 and 252-5170
HERTl Rent-A-Car SYSTEM
I Licensee
FARRELL S PHARMACY LIMITED





We carry the finest in fresh and day-old
baked goods and a complete line of
.
confectionery Hon. Paul and Mrs. Martin

































   






I J. w. ATKINSON
R. A. BATTAGELLO
T. R. BROPHEY
5,: D. J. CLARKE
:2
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  178400 Huron Line CL 254-3783
Residences for Men and Women attending the Universiry of Windsor
Conducted by Basilian Fathers
FOUNDED IN l857
ASSUMPIIBN UNIVERSITY
Rev E, A‘ Roberts, C,S.B.
Director of Residences Directress of Elecia Holl
Miss Barbara Craig
Asst. Director of Men's Residences Assr. Direcrress of Elecia Hall






















 TEL. CLEARWATER 8-4433




1239 OTTAWA STREET WINDSOR, ONT.
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
Branches
1550 Huron Line ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 256—5448
1357 Ottawa ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 254-3267
487 OueHette _______________________________________ 252-2791
118 Ouellette ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 252—8381
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.<’.._"' L O EPENDABLE
|-. BUILDING MATERIALS








- -~ SEWER PIPE *
, \yyxv- I READY-MIX CONCREI'E t
‘1 PATIO BLOCKS IN 5 COLORS *




, if BUILDING MATERIALS LTD.
-ﬂ LEAVE??? I. 31% 2494 Riverside Dr. E.





Can I have the
car tonight?
When you gurgled out the first statement,
your Father puffed up like a peacock.
When you took a stand on the second,
your Mother knew her baby wasn't a baby anymore.
Now that you’re old enough to ask the question,
act your age. Drive safely.
Any other way is for kids.
IMPERIAL O CHRYSLER 0 DODGE 0 PLYMOUTH ' VALIANT 0 DODGE AND FARGO TRUCKS 45mCHRYSLERCANADA LTD.179   
 COMPLIMENTS OF
Compliments
TOWN or AMHERSTBURG °‘







Dr. E M WARREN H. M. SMITH
5' MCMANEMY J- W‘ W'GLE University of Windsor
A. DUFOUR R. H. LAVERS
 
Compliments
Ideal for Club Parties °l
 
NO COVER NO DOOR NO MINIMUM WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE










GOLF, TENNIS, BOWLING, BASKETBALL
EQUIPMENT
Trophies For EVerY SF’Orf Heating — Cooling ~—
Automotic —— Cleon —— Safe
UNION GAS COMPANY
OF ONE MIIMENT PLEASE
2059 Wyondotte W. 252-5705
Argus Protection and Investigation The CK
LW Stations
semi“; Ltd, take pleasure in salu
ting






800 KILOCYCLES 93.9 MEGACYCLES
CHANNEL 9  
   
WILD STOOIOS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
985 Ottawa St. Phone Ol 6-4538   
 254.1322 254.2301
UPTOWN RADIO 8: TV LTD.
Specialized Service
Auto Radios — Television
Home Radios — Sound Equipment




IRON & FENCE (0. no.
Custom Built Wrought Iron Porch Rails,
Columns, Furniture—Interior & Exterior
357 South 256-7041
“We. .4, i. .. "up..." . v'v’ .i_..__ _ A
NATIONAL PAINTING
& DECORATING LTD.




In any event "Say it with Flowers"
FISHER'S FLOWERS




971 Wyandotte St. E. CL 4-6269
An Old Alumnus of Assumption
SHUSTS'
POULTRY FARMS
Growers of that special meat type
Chicken and Turkey.
The Super-eating Chicken and Turkey of
all time.
Farm fresh 52 weeks of the year




Phone CL 3-6353 680 Wyandotte Stree
t E.
PARE ELECTRIC COMPANY




Phone CL 6-3I47 912 Tecumseh Road East
Compliments of
Omega Book Binding Mfg. Company
969— I 995
Compliments of
THE FOOD SERVICE DEPARTMENT
University of Windsor
University Centre  
MERCIMIITS PAPER
COMPANY (WINDSOR) LTD.
"THE FRIENDLY PAPER HOUSE”
PAPER PRODUCTS POLYETHYLENE
- WRAPPING PAPER o SHEETS
- PAPER BAGS - nous - EAos
- TOILET TISSUE - INDUSTRIAL TAPES
- PAPER TOWELS - GUMMED TAPES
- DRINKING CUPS 0 CORRUGATED ROLLS
- PAPER NAPKINS 0 TWINES
- WAXED PAPER
MAINTENANCE & SANITATION PRODUCTS




530 Walker Road Windsor
  
 .J t I," I 1"
a; _W ‘ > _ . . V . -..4.-.0~ . la 7 . r .
" A “A... __. .____. ....._.._. ,, . .‘Mﬂ-
«Ar .. H. as.»— .. v N!
IT IS WITH A GREAT DEAL OF SATISFACTION
THAT I WISH TO CONGRATULATE THE STUDENTS
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, FIRSTLY, FOR
THEIR EARLY PREPARATION FOR A UNIVERSITY;
SECONDLY FOR THEIR CHOICE OF SCHOOL-
’ ’ 2 5 4 - 5 4 4 4
THIRDLY, FOR THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS THUS FAR.
MAY I WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS IN YOUR EU—
O studio and candid weddings













    
      




























CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADS OF ’65
We sincerely hope
that you have shared our pleasure in the '3‘ f
 
expanded facilities of the University Centre
and we will look forward to your visits ‘ I
in the years ahead
Operated in conjunction with







Jim Mitchell Vlnce Gagnier Lou
Popovich
A Name for Fine Clothes
London — Amherstburg — Chothom
Wickhamls
of Windsor
ONTARIO 253-4422 286 Ouellette
 
Ballroom Dancing
FOXTROT, RUMBA, WALTZ, TANGO,
SWING, CHA-CHA
1 Confidence — tun — Accomplishments
(0.
Our easy teaching method and a trial
will convince you.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Chair 8x Table Rental Service
3 Private Lessons for $5.00
GROUP INSTRUCTIONS




Banquet & Bridge Tables
EMILE DANCE STUDIO
1645 Ottawa Street Windsor, Ontario
2894 University W. 254-7300
Phone 252-4203








We recognize that owners, architects and engineers want early occupa
ncy and quality construction at
lowest cost. For this reason we employ top-notch engineers, superinten
dents, and tradesmen . . . with
a long background of experience . . . and with the ability to me
asure quality and to expedite. We
operate a large fleet of equipment to cut costs and to ensure early d
elivery. It is this concept that
is responsible for our growing list of new and repeat clients. Before yo
u build, be sure to investigate
our record. Write Eastern Construction Company Limited, Box 9
6, Walkerville, or Box 504, Station F,








i" i "i “'4‘, — 7mm .n.‘_.‘_, V ‘
_______..._‘__~'.-.—. .r— . V e _..,, . _ _ V ’ "" ’ ' ‘ ” "
‘
The home of the Forward Look Serving Northwestern
Ontario — Continued Success Grads from . . .
B. & C. ENGRAVING COMPANY
  
Manufacturers of
Plastic Nameplates and Signs
i i i ,
\ll 2 and 3 Dimensional
Engraving
Steel Stamps and Dies
Limited Molds, Hops.
Imperial 0 Chrysler 0 Plymouth 0 Dodge .Valiant
Phone 969679l 1782 So. Camron
J. R. Comuui






   
Head Office Branch Plant DRY CLEANERS o SHIRT lAUNDERERS . COLD STORAGE
TILLSONBUR GRAVENHURST





Your Money Saving Buy-Way
on No. 3 Highway at Howard
Old Castle, Ont. JO 9-1640
FREE PARKING J. BERECZ IProp.)
 




801 Lincoln Road, at Cataroqui WALKERVILLE,
ONT.





2229 Wyanolotte St., West
Compliments of
CHICKEN COURT




Art Lessons, Art Supplies, Picture Framing







No. 18 Hwy. RR. No. 3 Amherstburg
  
TUCKER ELECTRIC LTD.
2130 Wyanolotte St. West
1519 Wyandotte St. E. Phone CL 2832‘?
MONARCH MATTRESS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY





CL 3-0800 WINDSOR. ONTARIO
Compliments of
SANITARY MAINTENANCE CO.




The “Mark of Distinction"
General Contractors Specializing In:
0 CHURCHES O FACTORIES
O MOTELS O APARTMENTS
Formerly Atlas Construction Co.




CL 4-4331 1477 Wyandotte St. E.  CLARKE TRAVEL SERVICECL 4-4347 76 University Ave. W.
WINDSOR BODY & FENDER LTD.
I850 UniversiTy Ave. W. Office 256—4953
M. F. Bernachi —— Harold Bernachi
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE







Heller}; {ealun-s ' talk) ‘
sophislic-aled fashions
‘ for. men of good ,v 1' ’
'laslef‘flhoosr. from -
a complete Miler-lion» h > ,
»' of rn'en‘s Nothing 8 .
lhalKunsurpa'si 'Io'r‘ ‘3




GREENE'S IDEAL DRUG STORE LTD.
WyandoTTe W. of Campbell
"Serving You Since 1922"
Prescripfions
SHANEIELDS-MEYERS
JEWELLERY 8: CHINA SHOP
Diamonds, Watches, China, Silverware, Gifts
Canada's Largest Selection of
English Bone China
Phone 254-9259 Called For Cut CrysTal, Stemware and Rosem‘hal China
For FREE Delivery and Delivered l88 OUELLETTE AVENUE
l
Congratulations . , ,
L. M. ROSEN BRAVO CEMENT CONTRACTING
GENERAL INSURANCE —— REAL ESTATE FLOORING
Melallic Mastic and Coloured
CL 2-7279 MORRIS BLVD. CL 4-0811 2202 Woodlawn
  
   new
mu 8. soNs nous: MOVER
GENERAL CONTRACTOR we Move, Buy & Se”
0 FAST From Anywhere — to Anywhere
ALL SIZE HOUSES





Res. Raymond Renaud 547 Oak 253—5530
I









Over <50 Years of Service to Canada
COLAUTTI BROTHERS LIMITED
CONTRACTORS



























FOR HOME & OFFICE
Complete Planning Service







Both Coca-CoIa and Coke are registered trade marks
which identin only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd.
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For details of Ford of Canada's continuing performing arts scholarship program to mark Canada's
centennial, write to:
3» Office of Public Relations, The Canadian Road, Oakville, Ontario.
DOUG MACKIE 7 Public Relations, Western Region, 8363 Lougheed Highway, Burnaby, B.C.
FERN LABROSSE w Public Relations, Eastern Region, 8600 Decarie Boulevard, Montreal, P.Q.
Ford of Canada cares about Total Performance
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 BAUM & BRODY LIMITED
FURNITURE—RUGS—LINOLEUMS
 




CL 23-3547 156 Chathom St. W. Phone CL 4-7581 Windsor, Ont.
Buy With Conﬁdence on Easy Terms Tecumseh Road at Wellington Street
VERN P‘LLSWORTH'S ADRIENS COFFEE SHOP
SPORTLAND
.
SKI SHOP The Hom
e of Good Foods
"Inquire About Our Ski BUS Trips" I98 Pitt Street West Phone CL 4-6617




“For A Brighter Outlook" I
of I
WINDOW A-I CLEANERS I
J' & INDUSTRIAL—COMMERCIAL —— RESIDENTIA
L 1
I 10 Hill streei CL 4-5188 Phone CL 6-1737 504 Victoria Avenue
FOR BETTER LIVING Complimems of
BUY Your Furniture 01’
TEPPERMAN'S WINDSOR, ONTARIO
1623 Wyandot’re St. E. Phone CL 3-8500
1214 Ottawa St. WINDSOR, ONT.
Compliments and Best Wishes
L I M I T E D
. . G. A. INGRAM C0. (Canada) LTD.
0 Telephone AnswerIng SerVIce ,
0 Direct Mail Advertising HOSPITAL PHY
SICIANS AND
0 Secretarial Services LABORATORY SUPPLI
ES
Phone CL 3—6341 Phone CL 4-6484 1101 Ouellette Ave.
504 Victoria Ave. Windsor, Ont. WINDSOR, ONT. Phon
Compliments REGAL PAINT 8: WALLPAPER CO.
CT Distributors of
TE’ ADIATOR SERVICE VALSPAR F'N'SHES
PE 5 R Super VALSPAR Varnishes 8. Enamels
CL 2-1177 684 Dutierin Place CL 6-3145 1304 Wyandott
e East (Cor. Hall)
Compliments of
W. J. BONDY & SONS
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
126 OueIIette CL 4-3391
THE NEW SHOE BAR
Corner Randolph and Wyandotte West
Phone 252-4744
Shoes For Campus and Dress Wear
BEST WISHES
DR. & MRS. M. BURNSTEIN  Best Wishes from:SIR HARRY & MRS. GIGNAC
 ..




359 OueIleTTe Ave. 253—7000
HAROLD'S HEATING Co. Ltd.
. ,. -......—..-.. ,. ,. . ,.
 
WAFFLE'S ELECTRIC LIMITED





400 ERIE E. (AT MERCER)
NATIONAL
FIRE EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
FIRE HOSE CABINETS
FIRE HOSE, REELS, NOZZLES,
BRASS GOODS








533 Wyondoffe E (Near Glengarry)









M A I O R
LOARING
CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD. REALTY OF WINDSOR
Indus’rrial —— Commercialf— ResidenTial
BUTLER BUILDINGS DIVISION PHONE 252-5727
CusTom Designed
PHONE 2528371 If Busy — Call 252-5787
2l30 South Paciﬁc 302 OUELLETTE
FRED FITCH 8: CO. LTD.




0 RESIDENTIAL 4897 Tecumseh E. 945-5841
REPAIRS — ALTERATIONS — IF LINE BUSY — CALL 945-9504
Phone 254-92I9 ADDITIONS 2578 Dougall
,_
T. EARL TAYLOR






Flowers For Every Occasion
PoHed Plants — FIOWers by Wire
Jimmie & Evelyn Pouge’r
BART EVON FURNITURE
We Have The KROEHLER Line
“Add New Life to Your Home Life"
Headquarters for Newlyweds & TO-Be-Weds






Phone 736-2168 109 Sandwich N. CL 3-6337 766 OUELLETTE




Warranty On All Engines & Makes
PHONE 253-4611
340 PITT E.  BEST WISHESMR. & MRS. C. H. MONTROSE l .LEAD4M4A
  
  POUPARD'S ESSO SERVICE
TWO LOCATIONS
Wyandotte & Patricia Phone 256-5036






MR. & MRS. PASIKOV
Gordner & Pasikov
i525 Ottawa St.
Large Selection of Juvenile Furniture
O Chesterfield Suites 0 Bedroom Suites
0 Chrome Sets & Dining Suites
Carpeting O Admiral Television & Appliances
-. 5,, I EASY TER
MS
253-1388
533 Wyondotte E. (Near Glengarry)
   Newspaper BooksCatalogues BrochuresJob PrintingCommercial PhotographyCold Type Negatives & PlatesiOii HOWARD 252-5738  







Vern H. Pillsworth Ltd.
Room 210 182 Pitt St. W. Windsor, Ont.




d a FancyTENO s TOGGERY GIFT BASKET
Locally or By Wire
LEO. TENO Imported 8.
Domestic Delicacies,
Fancy Groceries,
Premium Quality Meats & Selected Cheeses




JAMES RICHARDSON 8x SON phone 2524584
I
S'ocks_Bonds_Muwal Funds For Women Wh
o Like the Very Best
C°mm°dmes AUDREY FASHIONS LTD.
254614] 656 Ouelleﬁe Ave. 492 Pelissier Street
(At Maiden Lane) . Je
TYPING SERVICE
25c PER PAGE
The T. EATON Co. Limited MRS. STEVE BACA.
.IR.
876 PlLLETTE 948-2655
WINDSOR BRANCH-—-660 Ouellette Street
Mornings & Evenings l
R. A. HOWARD, C.L.U.
BM Manager SUN PARLOR ADVERTISINGTHE DOMINION LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
660 Ouellette Avenue Windsor, Ontario
Phone—Res. YO 9—5393—Bus. CL 36247
I
Publishers 8. Printing a
r—
 F" L 3A,...
Plywood Panels and Veneers
Cabinet Hardware and Lumber - Miller's Falls High Quality Tools
Pittsburgh Paints and Varathane Finishes - Ceiling Tile
Peg Board and Hooks - Fibre Glass and P.V.C. Panels - Arborite
363 Eugenie St.
1 254-5505










C. D. BRUNER REAL ESTATE
3 Offices to Better Service You Throughout the County
Residential - Resorts - Farms
Appraisals of all Types - Properties - Estate Reports
1451 Ouellette
Branch 79 Talbot W. Leamington - FA 6-5971
Branch 123 Talbot W. Essex - PR 6-7057
JEAN LORENSON REAL ESTATE LTD.




I AFTER HOURS CALL




Canada’s Largest Selection of Prefinished Plywoods
254-1143













NATIONAL LINEN SUPPLY SERVICE
Complete Rental Supply of
Linens 8. Wearing Apparel for Stores,








    
J L ,Ki 'll - 733-2524 M .E I Ii Ch b -253-9957 . .
.
eon 0”:an Lo::::IEne- 252-9608 E. P:;uea- 20513732 5""5h'"e un'f°"“ SUPPIY
Se'V'ces
Doug Coulson — 969-4253 1111 Howard —— 254-1171
STANDARD PLUMBING & HEATING NERO'S RESTAURANT




REED ERE RV D
M 5 254-2543
945-3073






A MULTIPLE LISTING REALTOR
SUnseTOHd Wycmdotte








Windsor, Ontario  
 Welcome to Our 1 l




as well as the Faculty and
M.P.P. Welcome the New
to our
 
RUSSELL H. SMEDLEY i
  





DR. & MRS. RICHARD H. HAWRISH DR. 8: MRS. M. BURNSTEIN
Wonderful University
Best Wishes from:
DR. 8: MRS. L. FENECH
SIR HARRY & MRS. GIGNAC
 
Compliments on 0 Job Well Done
DR. 8: MRS. L. G. SCHILLER HON. 8: MRS. PAUL MART
IN
Minister of External Affairs
MR. & MRS. R. L. DEMERS DR JOHN K FARRELL
History Department
Class of .64 University o
f Windsor
Bes" WlShes imm‘ MISS BARBARA CRAIG, B.A.
MR. & .I. M.P.P.
Director of Women's Residence  
V‘
.3‘ ‘ I" v I ‘ '_______ “Why,
New President . . . . .
of Windsor
Students. University of Windsor
President. Dr. J. F. Leddy
community.
. ,. nvmov» r...
 
WALT GOUGH PORTRAITS
“To Be Treasured and Remembered"
Weddings - Passports - Executives - Banquets - Families
Colour Post Cards - Child Specialist
Baby Home Specialists
Walt Gough Photographer
















DR. R. A. MEHARRY
  
1 MR? MONA “It” DR. & MRS. I. M. was




ALDERMAN & MRS. ATKINSON MR. 8: MRS. Wm. BENSON
ALDERMAN 8: MRS. STONEHOUSE MR. 8: MRS. BARRY E. ATKINSON
2424 Princess Ave., Sandwich East
BEST WISHES
DR. 8: MRS. ALBERT WILSON
MR. & MRS. C. H. MONTROSE
COMPLIMENTS OF
. . A. W. LAMPE




Wyondotte ST. E.  DR. 8. MRS. D. L. (OPPEL  
   
LAKE SHORE TAVERN
Finest in Food — Licensed under The Liquor Licence Act
Luncheon - Dinner - Banquet Facilities - Dancing
Free Parking - Dock Facilities
Call Amherstburg 736-2027
2 Miles South of Amherstburg L'I2C'I Maiden - on Detroit River
PEKAR'S
RESTAURANT-DELICATESSEN
8: RIVERSIDE GRILL ‘
RESTAURANT
DELICATESSEN








C. F. Smith Real Estate Sales — 945—1624
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LTD.
Plywoods - Panelling - Hardware - Fencing
Paints - Recreation Rooms - Garages
254-5129
2187 Ottawa {At Monmouth)
FURS BY ARPIN
ONE OF ONTARIO’S LARGEST STORAGE VAULTS
253-5612
484 Pelissier
ARPIN FURS 7468 University Ave., W.
F. E. DAYUS COMPANY
BONDED ROOFING
2465 Howard CL 4-757]
A. J. GERVAIS FURS LTD.
Known for Fine Furs I
RESTYLING — CLEANING 'r
Exclusive but not Expensive
Guaranteed "Cold Storage" on the Premises








NATIONAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO.











College Entertainment is Our Specialty
850 Victoria Ave. 256-5063
LUTZ BACH ER (Owner)  JIM SANKO’SSPORT SHOPComplete Sporting Line0 Hockey Equipment 0 Skate SharpeningSpecial Club Rates0 Golf Equipment 0 Baseball 0 Tennis0 Basketball 0 Football256-0478334 Wyandotte E.Entrances off Wyandotte & ArenaSanko'S Sport Shop
I “f \E ,- oAAA... ..--.———. MN
RIVARD CLEANERS LIMITED
783 WYANDOTTE E
SHIRT LAUNDERING — LEATHER REFINISHING
, INSURED COLD STORAGE
I 3 HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST











CITY AND SUBURBAN DELIVERY
252-1147
2570 HOWARD —_ AT EUGENIE
MAISON ANTOINETTE DUVAL
2105 VICTORIA (CORNER TECUMSEHI
LEADING MALE STYLISTS
FACIALS & SWEDISH MASSAGE (BY APPOINTMENT)
MANICURING — PEDICURING
252-9371
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST WOOD PRODUCTS
ESSEX





KITCHEN LAYOUT & DESIGNING SERVICE
BREAKFAST NOOKS, BOOKCASES
COMPLETE LINE OF MODERN BUILT-IN APPLIANCES
Time Payment
Plan Available
VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS AT . . . 280 EUGENIE
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Call 252-7224










I. W. BRAITHWAITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
FOR WONDER BUILDING - ROOFING - SIDING
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL
252-3180 W
700 WELLINGTON .'
Buy Direct from Manufacturer





THE HOUSE OF LEE
SPECIALIZING IN
CHINESE 8. CANADIAN FOODS HOME DELIVERY
BUSINESS MEN‘S LUNCHEON SPECIALS Catering to Weddings, Banquets, Parties
OPEN 10:30 AM. TILL 3:30 AM. For Information Call Paul Lee





    
  
   
     
   
    
     
   
   
   
 
 
Our Congratulations to all Graduates
To present and future Graduates we suggest your con-
sidering employment in the Insurance Industry, Many interest-









To assist you in selecting your business career we would
like to talk to you. Allstate is Canada's fastest growing
insurance company selling lite, auto, fire, marine and health
insurance. Our all Canadian company offers unique advance-
ment, opportunity, benefits, training and personal responsi-
bility.
Please contact the Personnel Manager, Allstate Insurance
Companies of Canada, 790 Bay St., TORONTO, Ontario.
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
COMPANIES OF CANADA
    
   
   
  
  
   
New Women's Residence
FREE PICK»UP & DELIVERY













3885 SANDWICH ST. W.







NO PARTY TOO SMALL FOR SPECIAL RATES
Cody HaII Men's Residence
 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
SALUTE THE NEW PRESIDENT OF
This message carries our best wishes T0
of Windsor, To his administration and
progress To our
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Sanderson
Dr. and Mrs. A. T. Whachma
Mr. and Mrs. Laurier Paré
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Thompson
Dr. and Mrs. J. D. McLean
ACE CHAIR RENTAL









S. J. PAGEAU, Owner
   
   
   
TC
 \L I PEOPLE ON THESE PAGES
   
  
 
    
   
   
    
  
    
3': THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
To Dr. J. F. Leddy, Presiden‘r of The Universi’ry
1d To The s’ruolem‘ body in Their efforT To bring
I .
’Ur! communITy.
Dr. T. A. Heonnecke
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Breoulf Universi’ry Centre









Dr. and Mrs. J. O. Scorfone 945_2339 I
UniversiTy of Windsor Library
WINDSOR - LONDON
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION SIMPLY
SEND IN COUPON AT NO OBLIGATION.
DROUHLARD
BARBER SCHOOLS LTD.
1801 University Ave. W. — 254-4436
 
Please forward brochure lo:
   
ADDRESS .....................................................
Drouillard Barber Schools Ltd.
1801 Universin Ave. W.,
g Windsor, Ont. Tel. 254-4436
0
‘53 “$0 m.
“IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING
TAKING A TRADE WHY NOT
CHOOSE — BARBERING?"
ENROL NOW FOR JANUARY CLASSES
. DROUHLARD
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. 8W F" READY~
sums 30mg? ‘ ,9
INST"NT
ODES '
‘-‘—.:::_—._- _—_ _ -:.:_:-L a
The student well equipped for making
the most of future opportunities ‘ ,
carries a slim red volume on H







There are 9 B of M BRANCHES in the WINDSOR AREA
To serve you




Abbey, M. A. ........................70,137
Acanne, T. M. ................ 69,113,139
Ackermann, M. ......................44, 123
Ackert, G. F. ...69,113
Ackert, R. J. .................................. 7O
Akintola, J. O. .............................. 60
Allard, R. P. .61, 128, 146,151
Allen, J. C. ..................................70
Allen, J. M. .................................. 68
Allen, J. W. ..70,105,138,139,159
Allen, L. C. ................................ 113
Allison, M. J. ..............................50
Aman, M. G.
Amyot, J. C. ..........48,112,139,150





Andzans, M. B. .................... 26,144
Angelini, F. ............................ 26,117
Angus, Karen ..
 
Appel, M. G. ................70,122,131
Arbour, M. C.




    
    
Armour, J. M. .............................. 26
Armstrong,
Armstrong, . .
Armstrong, V. J. .......................... 68
Arnold, P. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
Arnold, W. Br. V. .................. 73, 124
Artingstall, E. A. ..................60,115
Artingstall, K. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Asher, J. L. ......
Assang, T. E. ..








Atkinson, R. D. ..
Atkinson, R. A. . ...60
Austin, R. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .68
Aylett, A. A. ........... .44,114
Babuin, E. L. .. ..60 117
Bachand, B. W. .......... ...68
Badder, K. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
Badregon, D. A. . ..60, 122
Baillargeon, M. ......................71,131
Baker, M. J. .................................. 26
Baker, M. L. ..
Baker, W. M. ................................71
Balaishis, D. A. ....................44,143
Baldwin, N. K. . ......... 60
Balint, J. M. ........................ 60,139
Ball, L. S. ..............................69,143
Ballard, P. J. ..
Bardswich, L. J. .......................... 152
Barlow, J. F. ........................ 60,146
Barnett, J. M. .60
Baron, R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Barre, W. R. .. .................. 75
Barron, E. A. .. .60,116
Barry, J. H. ._ ............69
Barry, J. R. .. ............69
Barry, M. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,139
Barsanti, H. J. ......26, 135, 136,137,
148, 149
Barsanti, N. A. ........60, 89,104,105
120
Bash, J. M. ............................ ...71
Bates, J. P. G. ............. ...6O
Battaglia, Br. A. ...73
Bauman, R. J. .............................. 26
Bauman, H. G.
Baxter, P. J. .....
Beaudette, J. S. ............................ 71
Beaudoin, J. J. ............................ 54
Beaudoin, L. A. ..
Beaudry, B. F. ......................60,122
Beaulne, J. J. ......27,104,120,121
Beck, L. A. .....
      
Becker, N. K. .






Bell, G. V. ............................ 60,161
Bell, M. D. ........................ 121,106
Bellaire, B. H. ......................44,138
 










   
  
  
Bodnar, A. M. ..............................60
Bogaert, D. E. . .60
Boisvert, M. C. .............................. 60
Bond, P. M. ................................ 138
Bondy, J. M.
Bondy, R A ..........................60
Bonner, M ....................................27
Bonsignore, A. T. ..
8001, J. G. ................................ 118
Borowicz, W. R. ............ 27, 117, 120
Borthwick, P. J. .. ..................6O
Borschke, B. G. .. 69,113,145
Boschetto, A. P. .. .......... 60, 117
Bosen, H. L. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 27
Botsford, A. W. ..
Boudreau, P. J. .
Bowman, M. J. ...54
Boychuk, K. S. . .......... 142
Boyko, J. A. ........ 150
Boylan, E. K. ............ 60
Boyle, C. J. .. ...54
Boyle, L. D. ................. ...71
 
  
   
  
Boyle, W. J. ................. ...6O
Braithwaite, S. E. .........60
Brand, 1. H. ..........................60,161
Brand, J. M. ........................60,161
Branigan, C. E. ..60,108,109, 116
Breault, D. E. ................................ 68
Breaton, J. R. ................................ 68
Breen, B. L.
Breen, L. J. .................................. 60
Brennan, A. .......................... 51,115
Brien, J. F. . . . . . . . . , _ . 71
Brightmore, L. J. .................... 28
Brightmore, N. ............................ 28
Brigidear, Bro. C. ...73
Brock, J. A. ...... ...28
   
  
Brock, J. H. ...6O
Brocklebank, Bro. . ...73
Brode, M. J. _______ 28,144
Brodsky, M. H. ......................44,121
Broeders, A. C. ..............................28
Brooks, G.
Brophey, F. M. ________________________ 60,80
Brown, B. R. .................................60
Brown, ..
Brown, .
Brown, Mariorie .................... 60, 104
Brown, R. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . 45
Brueggeman, L. J. ........ 60,109, 163
Brunet, G. N. ................ 60, 122,149
Burford, P. J. 68,120,122
Burgener, P. E. ________ 74,131
Burgos, C. E. . ___________ 28
Burkart, R. W. 28 102
Burkart, Rosellen .
Burkart, W. L. .. ...151
Burns, M. S.
Busse, M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Butcher, P. J. ........60,118,129,136
Butler, E. ...................................... 60






   
  
  
Cadotte, W. R. ............................60
Cain, E. M. ....... ....51
Caldwell, W. G. .......................... 71
Callahan, J. W. .............
Bellaire, R. J. ________________44,137,138 CUP/C". Y- L-
Benedm, B. E. _____________________________ 60 Calvert, W. G. ..............................60
Behemou, G. ” Cameron, L. W. ....................28, 139
Benemou’ R, L. ____________________________ 48 Cameron, R. J. ....68
Bennett, P. A, ______________________________ 27 Campbell. R. M. ............................ 71
Bennesch, H. H, F, 124 CGmPeOU: K L- ---------------------- 60,128
Benningl Candido, D. ..
Berks, T. Carioni, A. L. .......................
Berry, p. M_ _______ Carli L. ..................................48,112
Bertoldi, E. F., (15,3. ____________________74 Carlene. V. D. -
Bevacqua, J. _ ________________ 138 C0": -
Bevan, D_ L 60,122 Carr, L. A. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .60,116
Bezaire, B. J. ........71,122 Carri
Bhumgara, N. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ 1 , , . _ _ _ _ , V _ 1 , 54 canon
Biddle, 1:_ G_ H4 Carson, P. S. .................................. 71
Biddle, M_ A. __ _____________60 Carter, D. T. .. ..48,112, 139,150
Billand, R. L. ., 152 Carter. P. W. ................................ 60
Binder, K_ _______ 60 Carter, R. K. .......................... 28, 85
Birch, s. R_ _ ______48 Cascadden, D. R. ......... 71
Bishop] R, E. D _____ “2 Case, S. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,122
Biorgon, D. NL ""60 Cosselton, T. J., C.S.B. .................. 29
Block, J. A. R. ____________60 Caverzan, R. C. ....29, 135, 148, 149
Blackshaw, J. E. .........27,160,162 Cam“: A~ -------
Blackshaw, s. A. R. . ....44,138 Chcbmr M- J- - 1121
Emir, 5. E. _______ Chalin, C. G. . .........7O
Chalin, M. C. 130
Chambers, J. E. ..
Chapman, S. J. .. ......61
Chauvin, S. M. 29,105
Chelap, M. . . . . . . . . . . . 71
Cheslea, T. J. ......... 68,120
Chick, T. G. .48,110,112
Chittick, B. A. ..............................45
Chiu, M. ...................... 54,113,130
Choptiany, S. G. . ......... 61,159
Christopher, G. K. .......................... 61
Chui, G. C. .................................. 29
Ciceri, P. B.
Ciebien, P. C. ...................... 61,128
Ciganovic, R. ........................61, 116
Cillis, M. D.
Clzek, J. J. ............................ 61,159
Clancy, J. E ........................ 61,162
. 149
Cmar, J. E. .................................. 69
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